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Abstract 
Singularity theorems attempt to answer the question of when gravitation produces 
singularities. Scientists study what feasible and reasonable conditions would im-
ply the existence of singularities in space-time. In the thesis, we will study two 
singularity theorems of Roger Penrose in [G] and of Hawking S.W. and Roger 
Penrose [8] respectively. We will show that strong energy condition, chronology 
condition, generic condition, exiatence of a trapped surface, a trapped set and a 
non-compact Cauchy surface are some physical conditions which will imply the 
existence of singularities. 
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General Relativity predicts that our Universe contains 'holes' in which space and 
time are no longer meaningful. Physicists try to define the 'hole' in our space. 
'Holes' represent singularities in space-time. Singularity theorems are to study 
the physical conditions for the existence of singularities in our space-time. In 
10], it states that singularity theorems are interpreted as providing evidence of 
the classical singular beginning of the Universe and the singular final fate of some 
stars and the formation of black holes. Today, singularity theorems are still an 
active research topic in physics and mathematics. 
In this thesis, it aims at proving two singularity theorems of R. Penrose in [6] 
and of S.W. Hawking and R. Penrose in [8] respectively. 
Theorem[8] Space-time (Af, g) cannot be null geodesic complete if 
(1.) RabK”<b > 0 for all null vector K" ; 
(2.) there is a non-compact Cauchy Surface K in M; 
(3.) there is a trapped surface F in M . 
Theorem[6] Space-time (M, g) is timelike or null geodesic incomplete if 
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(1.) there is no closed timelike curve [chronological condition]; 
(2.) RAHK^K^ > 0 for every causal vector K [strong energy conditionj; 
(3.) any causal geodesic contains a point at which Ylt4=i T^T'^ TiaRb]c(i[eTf] + 0 
where T is the tangent of the geodesic [generic condition]; 
(4.) there exists a compact achroiial set without edge or a trapped surface. 
For more details about the theorems, you can see Chapter 5. • 
Since singularity theorems are based on concepts of global causality, maximal 
causal curves, conjugate points and the Raychaudhuri equation. The arrangement 
of the thesis are as follows: 
First of all, we will briefly define some basic terms used in general relativity in 
Chapter 2. 
Then, we will consider strongly causal and global hyperbolic space-time and 
study its properties, e.g. doinaiii of dependence, in Chapter 3. The iiiaiii part, is 
to show that the existence of Cauchy surface implies M is globally hyperbolic. 
Since there is a close relationship between the Lorentzian length of a future 
causal geodesic and the existence of singularity, in Chapter 4,we will study the 
topology in the space of causal curves. Then, we will define Jacobi fields and 
conjugate points. We will discuss that the relationship among Lorentzian length, 
chronology and conjugate points. Due to the importance of a conjugate point, 
we will study the conditions for its existence. 
Finally, we will define singularities and prove two singularity theorems in Chap-
ter 5. The two singularity theorems show that our universe should be b-incomplete. 
It means our Universe should contain 'holes'. 
Chapter 2 
Basic Terminologies 
Time-oriented Space-Time Manifold: 
Let M be a smooth connected paracoinpact Haiisdorff manifold of dimension 4 
with a countable basis. Let g be a smooth syiiiinetric tensor field of type (0,2) 
such that g\p is an inner product of signature (l,3)[i.e., (—，+,+,+)]. If there is 
a smooth vector field X on M such that g{X, X) < 0, then (A/, g) is said to be 
a time oriented space-time manifold. 
Timelike, Null, Spacelike, Causal or Future Causal Vectors: 
A non-zero tangent vector v G TpM is classified as timelike, null, spacelike or 
causal if v) is negative, zero, positive or non-positive respectively. A causal 
vector V is said to be future [past] if g(v,X) < 0 [> 0]. 
Convex Normal Neighbourhood: 
An open set U is said to be a convex normal neighbourhood if for any p,q in U, 
there is the unique geodesic lying in U joining from p to q. 
C^ Future Timelike ,Causal or Null-like Curve: 
A C^ curve 7 : (a, b) M is said to be a future [past]directed non-spacelike , 
timelike or null-like curve if 7 ' � is a future [past]non-spacelike, timelike or null-
like vector for t e [a, h] respectively. 
Continuous Future Timelike ,Causal or Null-like Curve: 
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A continuous curve 7 : (a, b) —> M is said to be a future [past]directed non-
spacelike curve if for each t.Q 6 (a, b) there is an e > 0 and a convex normal 
neighbourhood 6^(7(to)) of 7(^0) with 7(^0 - e, to e) C U{^ {to)) such that for 
any G lying in (to - e，io + e)，there is a smooth future directed non-spacelike 
curve in {U{^{to)), gu{'y{to))) from 7(^1) to 7(^2)- Similarly, a continuous timelike 
and null-like curve can be defined. 
We write x ：< y if there is a future continuous causal curve from x to y. Also, 
X y there is a future continuous timelike curve from x to y� 
Chronological Sets, /+ and 
/+(.r) ={y e M | x � y ) is called the chronological future of x; I~(x) ={y e M 
\y�.t} is called the chronological past of x] J+(a:) ={y e M ：^  y} is called 
the causal future of x] 1+ (x) = { p G M \x ：< y} is called the causal past of x. 
The chronological or causal future of a set S C M is defined by /+(<S) ={y G M 
� i j for some x G 5 } , J^{x) ={y e M |2- ：< y for some x G 5 } , respectively, 
and similarly for the pasts of 1~{S) and J~(S). 
Achronal Set: 
A set 5 C M is achronal if no two points of S are timelike related [i.e., if x, y £ S, 
then X it< y]. 
Edge of an Achronal Set: 
Let S be achronal. edge(5) = [p e S \ every open neighbom lioocl O of p, joint 
from p by a future timelike curve lying in O and r joint from p by a past timelike 
curve lying in 0 such that there exists a past time-like curve A lying in O from 
g to r, but A 门 二 
Future Inextendible Casual Curve: 
Let a continuous curve 7 : [a, b) 一 M be a future non-space-like curve. If there 
exists p e M such that l i n i t — 7 ( 0 = P, then p is said to be a future end-point of 
7. If 7 has no future end-point, then 7 is said to be future inextendible or future 
endless. 
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Limit Curve 
p e M is said to be an accumulation point of a sequence of curve {7^} if for any 
open neighbourhood O of p, there exists N such that n O # 0 for 7i > N. 
Also, 7 ⑷ : I — M is said to be a limit curve of if there exists a subsequence 
{7nfc} of { 7 „ } such that 7 � is an accumulation point of } for all i G / [i.e., 
for any t € I, any open neighbourhood O of 7(f), there exists G IN such that 
7 n 0 — 0 for all 71 > iVj. 
Future-Distinguishing Space-Time: 
{M,g) is future-distinguishing a.t p e M if /+(p) + /+(<?) for q # and q G A/. 
Strong Causality Space-Time: 
An open set Q C M is causally convex if Q intersects no future causal curve 
ill a disconnected set [if a future causal curve 7 with 7(0) and 7(1) € Q, then 
7([0,1]) G Q]. Then, AI is said to be strongly causal at p if p has arbitrarily small 
causally convex neighbourhoods [i.e. for any open O of p, there exists a causally 
convex iieigbhourhood UQ of x such that x G U。Q O]. M is said to be strongly 
causal if it is strongly causal at any point on M. 
Domain of Dependence 
Let S be an achronal subset of M. Define the future and past domains of depen-
dence of S and the total domian of dependence of 5, respectively, as follows: 
D^(S) == {a: e M I every past endless causal curve from intersects S}. 
D~(S) = {丄’ G M I every future endless causal curve from x intersects 5 } . 
D(S) = { x G M I every endless causal curve containing x intersects 5 } . 
Clearly, 二 •D+^S) U I T (外 
D^[S) = {x ^ M \ every past endless time-like curve from x intersects S). 
D~(S) = {rr 6 M | every future endless time-like curve from x intersects S}. 
D{S) 二 {a: e M I every endless time-like curve containing x intersects S} . 
Clearly, D{S) 二 � U D-{S). 
Cauchy Horizon 
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The future, past or total Caiichy horizon of an achroiial closed set S is defined as 
(respectively): 
H+{S) ={x e M\ X e D^^ but l+{x) n D+{S) = 0} , 
H-{S) ={x eM\xG D-{S) but I-{x) n D - � = 0 } ’ 
H{S) = H+{S)UH-{S) 
Cauchy Hypersurface: 
A Cauchy hypersiirface for M is an achronal set S for which D{S) = M. 
Globally Hyperbolic Space-Time: 
(il/’ g) is said to be globally hypcrbolic if M is strongly causal and J+{u)门 J-(v; 
is compact for any u and v G M. 
Chapter 3 
Causality in space-time 
111 section 3.1, we will state some basic facts in space-time. They are mainly 
about chronology and limit curve in space-time. Next, in section 3.2, we will 
discuss some results about global causality. We mainly study two things. The 
first one is to show that a convex normal neighbourhood regarding as a manifold 
is causally convex. Also, we will discuss what are implications in geometry if 
strong causality fails at some points in M. Finally, in section 3.3, we will discuss 
globally hyperbolic space. We will show that the existence of Caiichy surface 
implies M is globally hyperbolic. 
3.1 Preliminaries in space-time 
On p.54-57 in [1], for any point in a space-time manifold, it admits an arbitrarily 
small convex normal neighbourhood containing it. Also, following p.103-105 in 
7], if p and q can be joint by a future timelike curve lying in a convex normal 
neighbourhood, then they can be joint by a future timelike geodesic lying in it. 
The above statement is true if “timelike" is replaced by "causal". By this result, 
we can say for any future casual curve 7 from p to q in a space-time manifold, 
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for any neighbourhood O with 7 C O, there exists a piecewise unions of future 
casual geodesic lying in 0 from p to q. Still, the statement is true if "geodesies" 
is replaced by “ piecewise C^ differentiable curves". It means, 7 can be arbitrarily 
approximated by a piecewise differentiable curves. Also, referring to p. 12-15 in 
[9), we have the following theorems. 
Theorem 3.1.1. Three basic properties in {M, g) 
(i.) a � b , b ：^ b implies a � b ; 
(ii) a ：^ l)’ b � b implies a � b ; 
(iii.) Let ab and be be a future null geodesic from a to b and from b to c respec-
lively. If the tangents of ab and be are not collinear at b, then there is a 
future timelike curve from a to c. 
With the above theorem, we have some basic results about chronological sets. 
(1.) /+(/;) and I~(p) are open for any a e M] 
(2.) /+ (5 ) and / " ( S ) are open for any S G M ; 
(3.) /+ (5 ) C J+{S) C /+ (5 ) and / - ( 5 ) C J " ( 5 ) C / - ( 5 ) for any S C M; 
(4.) dJ^{S) is achronal 
We should notice that J^{S) may not be closed and J+(5) = /+ (5 ) for any 
SCM 
Also, according to p.23 in [9], we have the following important lemma which is 
useful in singularity theorems. 
Lemma 3.1.2. For any S C M, dI+[S) is a topological C�3-manifold without 
boundary. 
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Next, we will have a limit curve theorem to study the convergence of a family 
of causal curves. It is proved in the appendix. 
Theorem 3.1.3. [limit curve theorem] Let {7^} be a sequence of future inex-
tendible causal curves in (A/, g). If p is an accumulation point of the sequence 
{7n}，then there is a future causal curve 7 which is a limit curve of the sequence 
7n such that p G 7 and 7 is future inextcndible. 
According to p.372 in [5] and p. 194 in [13], we can say something about d J + [ S � 
for any S C M. 
Corollary 3.1.4. Let S be a subset of M. For any p e dJ'^{S) - 'S, there exists 
a past null geodesic segment lying on dJ^{S) such that it is either past endless 
071 dJ'^{S) or has a past end-point on cdge{S). 
3.2 Global causality condition 
First, let Q be an open subset of M and let x,y e Q. Then we write x�<! y 
if and only if a future timelike curve lying in Q from x to y exists, and x <Q y 
if and only if a future causal curve in Q from x to y exists. If the open Q is 
connected, it is a space-time manifold in its own right. Hence, all the properties 
in section 3.1 hold. Let we define {.r, IJ)Q = {Z e M\x�Q Z < q y}. If Q is open, 
then the sets {x,y)Q is open where x, y G Q. 
Proposition 3.2.1. If N is a convex normal neigbhourhood and x, y e N, then 
the set {x, y)N has the property that no future causal curve lying in N can intersect 
(x, y�N in a disconnected set. 
Proof. For u,v € {x.y)^ and u v, we let 7 7 : [0’ 1] — TV be a future causal 
curve from u 二 77(0) to i; = "(1) lying in N. For each s G [0,1], we have 
X u DIN 77(5) :<N V《N y and "(s) G N. The first paragraph of the section 
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3.1 states that there are two future timelike geodesies lying in N joining from x 
to 7/(s) and from "(s) to y respectively. Hence, " (s ) E • 
Proposition 3.2.2. If N is a convex normal neigbhourhood and Q is cm open 
set contained in N and p G Q, then there exists u, v such that p G (u, v)^ C Q. 
Proof. First, we choose a coordinate neigblioiirhood (艺’ •Ti’ :i:2’ 工3) of p in N such 
that g\y = —df + dxj + dxl + dx^ and 羞 is pointing future at p. 
For any open Q C N, there exists a small open ball, B, on R"^ , such that 
(I.) peB = exp,{B) C Q； 
(II.) for any future timelike curve, l3{s) = expp{t{s), Xi (s), .X2(s), a 3(s)) C B with 
respect to cj and timelike vector field T, p{s) is also a fiitiu.e timelike curve 
under a metric g = -Adt"^ + dxf + dxl + and a timelike vector field 羞. 
Let \V be a. convex normal iidghbom.hood of p CC B under g. Since W is open, 
there exists a > 0, such that G E = {e.TPp(t, Xi, 0:2, ar.i) | \t\ < xf -\-x\-\-x\ < 
4d'2} C ” W e take u = ea:pp(-f, 0,0，0)，“ = e:vp总 0，0，0). Also, [W, g, is a 
flat space, so under g and 备， { u , v ) w = { e x p j , a ? 1,2:2,3:3)|-4(f-1)^+x'f < 
0} n {e:z:pp(f,:ri’ 工2’ 工3)1 亡 > 一|} n { e x p p ( f , x i , 0； 2 , 2 : 3 ) | - 4 ( i + f - j - x ] +xl < 0} 
门{e:r/?p(t，:ri,:r2,:r3)|t < f } - We denote the set as It is easy to show 
that {ti, >(11/54) is inside IK. 
Finally,we will claim that under g and T, p e {u,v)f^ C VK(C B C Q) under g 
and T. If the claim is true, the prosposition is done. 
Proof of the Claim: Suppose it is false, there exists q e N such that 7/ 6 
but not in W. Then for any future timelike curve P[s) : [0，1] — N, with /?(0) = u, 
= "，/?(1) = V, we have ^ 1 仏 We let Sq =inf{5 G [0, l]|/?(s) G dW} e 
(0,1). As !3{so) e dVV and /?([0,so)) G W, /?([•’ So] must cut d � u , � � ^ foi, 
some ^ G (0，sq). By (II), l3{s) G /^ (u ) under g and 畜 . I t means that we choose 
the ^ such that G dl一 (v) under g and 畜 . H e n c e , there is no past timelike 
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curve lying in W from v to under g and 桑 . A s a result, by ( I I )， / 3 (《）v 
under g and T. By the Proposition 3.2.1，it means the geodesic lying in W fi.uiii 
to V must not be a future timelike curve. Since the geodesic lying in N from 
to V is the same as that lying in W, we have v under g and T. 
Contradiction. • 
Filially, there is a summary. By the Propositions 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, we have an 
important result below 
Theorem 3.2.3. Any convex normal neigbhourhood, if regarded as a space-time 
manifold in its own right, must be strongly causal. 
Next, we will show one useful lemma to determine the necessary and sufficient 
condition for strong causality fails at a point. 
Definition 3.2.4. A local causality neighbourhood is a causality convex open set 
whose closure is contained in a convex normal neighbourhood in M. 
Proposition 3.2.5. M is strongly causal at p if and only if p is contained in 
some local causality neighbourhood. 
Proof. (=4>) Let TV be a convex normal neighbourhood of p. As M is strongly 
causal at p, there exists a convex normal neighbourhood Q CC N such that 
Q C N. By definition, Q is a local causality neighbourhood of p. 
(<j=) Let Q be a local causality neighbourhood at p. There exists a convex normal 
neighbourhood iV of p such that Q C N. For any small open neighbourhood E 
of p with E C Q, hy the Proposition 3.2.2，there exists u,v e E such that 
p E {U,V)M C E C Q CC N. Suppose there exists a future causal curve (3 
cutting {u ,v )n in a disconnected set. By the Proposition 3.2.1’ (3 N. However, 
Q is causally convex, so C Q. Hence, Q % N. Q is not a local causality 
neighbourhood. Contradiction. • 
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Lemma 3.2.6. Let p e M. Then strong causality fails at p if and only if there 
exists q < P, with q ^ p, such that 工 � p and q � y together imply 工 � y for all 
such X, y 6 M. 
Proof. (=>) Suppose strong causality fails at p. Let N be a convex normal neigh-
bourhood of p. According to the proof in the Proposition 3.2.2，there exists 
peQi =�Ui,Vi�N Q N with Qi+i CQ^CTiC N and = p. Indeed, by the 
Proposition 3.2.5, Qi is not a local causality neighbourhood. For each i, there 
exists a fiitiue causal curve 7, : [0,1) — M which intersects Q, in a disconnected 
set. By the Proposition 3 .2 .1，名 N. We let 7,(0) = at e Qi, 6‘ = 7i(Si) which 
is the first point on dN, q = ji(tt) which is the last point on dN, d�= 7,(1) G Qi. 
As ON is compact, we assume { c j converges to ^ G ON. Also, nQ, — {/)} implies 
both {rt,} tiiicl {di} converges to p. 
The geodesic from ci to dj lying in N is future causaL Hence, the geodesic from 
c to p lying in N is also future causal [by smoothness of e x p “ f ” with respect to 
u and u]. As a result, we can let 7 : [0,1] — N be a future causal curve such 
that 7(0) 二 c, 7(5) = q and 7(1) = p. If a ; � p and q � t h e n p G /+(x). 
/+(:r) is open and ajt — p, there exists ki such that a!- G / + � for i > ki. Also 
c q � y - Hence, c G I一 (y). Similarly, there exists h^ G N such that Ci e I~(y) 
for i > "2. Take k = m a x { / c i , / C 2 } , 工 � a " � 6 / , � C f c � y . Thus, x � y . 
(<J=) Let p e P, q e Q be two disjoint open sets. It suffices to show that P 
cannot be causally convex. Take x G P n / _ (p ) and z € P D We have 
q :<p^z. It means q G I~{z). g € ( 5 n / - ( 2 ) is an open set containing q. There 
exists y in (5 门 门 I一 � - S i n c e x < p and q � y , we have 工 � y � 2 . 
As a result, there exists a future causal curve from x to : passing through y. 
where x, z e P hut y e Q. As ?/ ^ P, P is not causally convex. Since P can be 
arbitrarily small, the part is done. • 
Finally, we will show a useful lemma about causality failure. 
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Definition 3.2.7. A point p 6 M，through which passes a closed timelike curve, 
is called vicious.[i.e.p G Denote the set of all vicious points of M by V. 
It is clear that V = DxeAiU'^i^)门 ^一(工))and it is open. 
Lemma 3.2.8. If future-distinction fails at p ^V, then p lies on a past endless 
null geodesic 7 C along which future distinction fails. Moreover, we will show 
that /+(p) = /+(r) for each r G 7. 
Proof. : It suffices to show that there exists a past-endless null geodesic from p 
on d/+(p). 
Ill the first place, we construct a segment of paat-endless null geodesic from p. 
Since p ^ V, it means p 朱 So, p G dl'^(p). As future-distinction fails at p, 
there exists q 章 p such that /+(p) = /+(<?). Then, let d be a distance function on 
hi respect to a Riemannian metric, there exists a e > 0 such that q 朱 B“p) with 
respect to d. Let {pn} be a sequence such that /;„ G B^(p)门 J+(p) and Pn —> p. 
Let jn which is arc-length parametrization with respect to d be a past piecewise 
clifferentiable timelike curve from 7n(0) 二 pn to q. We extend 7 to be past endless. 
By the Theorem 3.1.3, there exists a past endless causal curve 7 from ]). We claim 
7 is a past null geodesic from p on dl'^(p). 7n([0, §]) Q B((p) D /+(g) for n large, 
Hence,7([0, |]) C I+{q) = /+(p). Suppose there exists to G (0, |) such that 
7(^0) e I+(P). We have p = 7(0) h 7(^0) > I) which says p eV. Contradiction. 
So, 7( [0 ’ f ] ) C = dl+ip). 7([0, f ] ) is a null geodesic. Otherwise, when 
7(0) and 7(5) is joint by piecewise past causal geodesies, there are two cases: (1.) 
there is one timelike geodesic, then by the Theorem 3.1.1, 7 ( 0 ) � w h i c h 
contradicts is achronal. (2.) If all are null geodesies, then their union must 
not be a single geodesic. Hence, by the Theorem 3.1.1 (iii.), 7(0) G I+(p). We 
still have contradiction. The claim is done. 
Next, we extend 7 to be the past endless null geodesic from p and show 7 C 
dl'^ip). Suppose there exists s > 0 such that 7([0,sl) C 3/+(p)，but there exists 
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t.n —> s+ such that 7(i„) ^ ” ( p ) . We claim 7(5) is q. If 7(5) + q, then we 
have /+(7(s)) 3 as 7(5) ：< 7(0) = p. On the other hand, 7(5) G dl+(j}). 
Hence, /+(7(s)) C J+(p). As a. result, we have /+ ( ] ( s ) ) = I+(q). Thus, by the 
above construction, there exists a null geodesic r/[5,5i] C dl+(p) from j(s) for 
some Si > 0. By the assumption about s, 7 U is not a single null geodesic. 
However, it leads to r/(si)《7(0) which contradicts the dl'^(p) is achroiial. The 
claim is done. Since, /+(p) = /+((/)，by the above construction again, we can 
construct a past null geodesic a C dl + (p) from q. By similar argument, there is 
a contradiction with the achronal property of dl+{p). Hence, the whole 7 is on 
Finally, we show that ^{t) G By the above method, it is easy to show 
/+(p) 二 / + (7 (0 ) and ^{t) G dl+(j)). Hence, j{t) f /十(7(0) and ^{t) • V. 
• 
Finally, we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2.9. Suppose strong causality fails at p. Then at least one of the 
following holds: 
(a) there are closed timelike curves through p. [i.e. p 6 V]; 
(b) p lies on a past-endless null geodesic on dV, at every point of which future-
distinction fails; 
(c) p lies on a future-endless null geodesic on dV, at every point of which past-
distinction fails; 
(d) p lies on both a past-endless null geodesic on dV along which future-distinction 
fails and a future-endless null geodesic on dV along which past-distinction 
fails, except that at p itself may not be both past-and future-distinguishing; 
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fej an endless null geodesic 7 through p exists, at every point of which strong 
causality fails, such that ifu andv are any two points 0/7 with u ：< v^u ^ v, 
then u X and y together will imply y <C x. 
Proof. Let N he a convex normal neighbourhood containing p. As strong causal-
ity fails at p. It is valid to let ai,bi, q , di, ji and Qi which are all the same in the 
Proposition 3.2.6 here. Clearly, ai h •< c,- -：^^ di. Hence, there are two future 
causal geodesies lying in N from ai to bi and c, to (1“ Let say they are aA and 
Cidi. As both a, and 山 converge to p and W.L.O.G., bi and Cj can be assumed to 
converge to b and c respectively, pb, cp are future causal geodesic. 
Case (1): Both pb and are future timelike geodesic. 
Since b e and c G / " (p ) . Hence, G /+(p) and c, G / " ( p ) for large i. As 
a result, p � I h ：^ C i � p . The condition (a) holds. 
Case (2): pb is a future timelike geodesic and ( � i s a future null-like geodesic. 
We let Xn e / + ( p ) n / - (b) such that Xn converges to p. We have two relations: (i.) 
p � X j i � b and (ii.) c ^ p. Hence, c � X n - If n is fixed, Cj < ar^  < bi for large i. 
Also, according to the construction of bi and q, we have (iii.) x,i b^ ：< q <t： Xn-
Hence, Xn G V. Hence, p e V. For p G V, then the condition (a.) holds. For 
p ^ V, it means p G dV. We claim future distinction fails at p. For y e /+(c) ’ by 
(i.) and (iii.), we have p �工 打 � c � y . Hence, y e /+(p) and /+(c ) C /+(p). 
On the other hand, by (ii.), we have /+(c) D The claim is done. By 
the Lemma 3.2.8, there exists a past endless null geodesic 7 C from p along 
which future distinction fails. It remains to show 7 C dV. Since / + ( 7 ( 0 ) = f+(p). 
Hence, for each t, there exists a sequence of Zk € I+(p)nl_(b) such that Zk — j{t). 
Then, we have c � Z k � b . Hence, for i large, � b i ：^ Ci�Zk. It means 
Zk e V. So, 7 (0 G dV. We have the condition (b). 
Case (3): pb is a future null geodesic while ^ is a future timelike geodesic. 
Suppose T is the original time vector field in M. We take T = —T to be a 
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new time vector field in M. So, under T, pb becomes a past null geodesic and 
cp become a past timelike geodesic. By the case ii, p lies on a paijt-eiidless null 
geodesic on dV, at every point of which future-distinction fails under T. So, if 
we consider T again, the condition (c) holds. 
Case (4): pb and cp are a future null geodesic but their directions are different 
at p. 
―^ 1- _ •— _____ 
We have c � b and pb and cj) C /+(c) A I- (J/) C V. We need to consider the 
following four situations. • 
(i.) If I) G V, then the condition (a) is resulted. 
八 
((ii.) If there exists some r e pb such that r G V and r p, then p ：< r r ：< b. 
So, p � b . Following the proof of the case (2)，we have the conditions (b) 
holds. 
(iii.) If there exists some r e q) such that r e V and r + r/, then it is similar to 
the case (3). It is easy to prove that the condition (c) holds. 
(iv.) If both pb and cp C {dV - V), then for any ri G q ; - {/;} , we can take .—� 
Tib to be a future timelike geodesic from ri to b and $ to be a future null 
geodesic from c to r! • We replace the role of p in the proof of the case (2) 
with n . We have n lies on a past endless null geodesic, called rjr" on dV 
at every point of which future distinction fails. Moreover, 7/^  must include 
cn . Otherwise, it contradicts the aclironal property of dV as c, ri G dV 
but c � T V Similarly, for any r2 G - {p}, we can take r2b to be a future 
null geodesic from n to b and $ to be a future timelike geodesic from c to 
ri. Following the proof of the case (3.), we have r? lies on a future endless 
null geodesic,77r2，on dV at every point of which past distinction fails. Also 
77^2 contains r2&. Combining the two results, the condition (d) is resulted. 
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Case (5): both pb and cp are future null geodesic and their directions at p are 
the same. 
First, we claim strong causality fails along pb such that if u and v are any two 
points of pb with u ：< v,u v, then u � a : and y � d together will imply y � x . 
We have u •< v. U y v and u � x , we have that y � v ：^ b implies y � b i 
and p :< u implies di x. So y ^x. By the Lemma 3.2.6，strong causality 
fails at u and v. The claim is done. Similarly, strong causality fails along cp. 
As strong causality fails at b. Hence, for a convex normal neighbourhood N of 
b. Let Qi = {vi, Ui)fj such that 二 b and Qi+i C Qj. We have a future 
causal curve 7i : [0,1] — M meeting Qi in a disconnected set. \ 名 N. We let 
7i(0) 二 ai 6 Qi, bi = 7i(si) which is the first point on ON, q =〒‘⑷）which is 
the last point on dN, di = ^(1) G Qi. So,石，di — b, bi — Bi and bBi is future 
causal geodesic. We need to consider the following two situations: 
If the directions of pb and bBi are different at 6, then p � B ! and there exists 
a sequence {xn} G /+(p) A / _ (场) s u c h that Xn 一 p and 朱 dl~(b). So 
p Xn B\ implies X n � b i � S i . Hence, . r „ � b and p �工 打 � b i � c ^ for 
large i. So for any y G /+(c)’ we have c ! � y for large i. Thus /+(p) ^ /+(c). 
Also, c-<p means /+(p) C /+(c) . We have /+(p) = /+(c) . By the Lemma 3.2.8’ 
the conditions (b) is resulted. 
If pb U bBi is a single null geodesic, by the method in the first paragraph in the 
case (5.)，it is easy to show strong causality fails along it such that if u and v are 
A — — ^ 
any two points of pb U bBi with u ：< v, u ^ v, then w � 工 and y � ” together 
will imply y � x . Then, we repeat the above process. If this process does not 
terminate, we have a future endless null geodesic along which strong causality 
fails. Indeed, if cp has the same situation, as cpUj)b is a single null geodesic. As a 
result, there exists an endless null geodesic along which strong causality fails. • 
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3.3 Domains of Dependence 
In PDE, a point p is in the domain of dependence of S if the state of any system 
at p can be completely specified by initial condition on S. As a signal must travel 
along time-like or null-like curve, we should expect that the initial data on S 
would completely determine the situation at p if and only if every such curve 
from p strikes S. Thus, we have a natural definition of domain of dependence in 
general relativity which is mentioned on p.10 in Chapter 2. 
First, we discuss D^S). It is clear that S C D+(5). 
Proposition 3.3.1. If S is achronal, 
Proof. It is easy to show that D+{S) D D+{S)US. So it suffices to prove the 
converse. For any p G - S, there exists G ^+(5") such that Pn — p. 
There exists a convex normal neighbourhood O of p such that O 门�S = 0. For 
any past endless timelike curve 7 from p, there exists 7(^0) G O such that 7(^0) G 
I~{p). Then, 7(^0) ^ ^'{Pn) for large n. Thus, PnliU) is a past limelike geodesic 
in O with Pnlito) nS' = 0. As Pn G D+(5) and Pnl(to)^l\[to,oc] is a past endless 
timelike curve from Pn, We have o |lto，ool A S # 0. It means 7|�o’oo) A - 0 and 
7(0) = p. Hence, p € D+{S). • 
Corollary 3.3.2. If S is achronal and closed, is closed. 
Next, we will show the relationship between D+(S) and It is clear that 
m{S) C D+{S) 
Lemma 3.3.3. Let d be a distance function on M with respect to a Riernannian 
metric. For q 6 M and a convex normal neighbourhood U of q, if p ^ q £ 
n U with d{p, q) < 1, then for a past causal curve X from q, we have a past 
time-like curve 7 � with X{t) G / - ( 7 � ) a n d d{jit),X{t)) < 
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Proof. Suppose A : [0, oo) M with q = A(0). We first consider A|[o,i) only. 
Let Ut be a convex normal neighbourhood of A � with Ut C B i (A(t)). A|[o,i] 
is covered with a finite number of Uf Let say they are Ut .^Ut ,^ Ut^  with 
Q = ti <t2 < ... <tn< 1. 
Since q = A(0) G 11“. We can let A(si) be the first point on dUti. Then 
A(si) € Ut2. For aiiy p — g € / + � A Ut” there exists a past timelike curve 
7i : [0,2si] — Ut, with p = 71(0)，入(6>i) = 7i(2si) and 71 (si) G Ut, n Ut:. We 
can let A(s2) be the first point on dUt2- Then 入(S2) G Ut^. There exists a past 
timelike cruve 72 ： [si,2s2] — Ut: with 71 (s!) = 72(51) , = 72(2^2) and 
72(52) G Ut2 n Ut3. W.L.O.G., we can assume A(l) G U“. Then we repeat the 
above process in n times until we have ： [ s n _ i , — > Ut,, with 7n_i(sn-i)— 
ln[Sn-\)，A(l) = 7n(2Sn) aiicl 7n(Sn) G A f/t„ • [Note： = 1: 
Let So = 0 and 7 : [0,1] —with 7(i) = where < t < Sm- Then, 
7 is a timelike curve with A � G /—(，‘⑴).Also, the large radius of the cover 
balls is 1. When we consider > 1 for t E [0,1], we can set c = 2. Hence, for 
any t G [0,1]，there exists rn such that Sm-i < t < Sm： we have d{')'{t),X{t)) < 
d{^(t),X(Sm)) + d(X{sm)A{t)) < Y^ fort e [0,1]. 
We repeat the above process for A�n,n+ii where n is an integer. We can construct 
the required past timelike curve 7. • 
Proposition 3.3.4. If S is achronal and closed, D+{S) = D+{S) 
Proof. It is easy to show that D+(S) 3 '^{S) by the Corollary 3.3.2. It suffices 
to show the converse. 
For any p 6 there are two cases to consider. 
Case (i.) peS.So.pe D+{S). 
Case (ii.) pfS. It implies p e For q 6 /—(/?) n /+(S") with d{p,q) < 1 
where d is a distance function on M with respect to a Riemannain metric. We 
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claim q e D+(S). 
First, we show q G int(D+(5)). For any r G D /一(p)，r G /+ (5 ) means 
there exists Sq e S and a past timelike curve from r to Sq. Since r G /"(p), 
there exists a past timelike curve fr from p to r and pr U r/ is a past timelike 
curve from p which meets SQ. S is achronal, so 评 A = 0. Then, for any past 
endless causal curve 7 from r, pr U 7 is a past endless causal curve from p. So, 
7 n # 0. It means r G D+{S). As q e /+ (5 ) Pi I_(p) C D+{S), we have q e 
mt(D+{S)). • 
Then, for any past endless causal curve A from q = A(0), as d{p, q) < 1, by 
the Lemma 3.3.3, there exists a past timelike curve j{t) from p such that (a.) 
A(0 € I - { l { t ) ) and (b.) ( / ( 7⑴，A � ) < Since A � is past-endless, by (6.), 
7 � is past, endless, too. Since p G D+{S) mid')ii) is a past endless timelike curve 
froiij p. There exists to > 0 such that A(/.o) G S. By (a.), we have A(/o) € 1~{S). 
Since S is achronal, A(fo) i D+(S). Also, A(0) = qe iiit(5+(5)). There exists 
5o < to siicli that A (.So) is t he first point lying 011 dD+[S). 
Next, we will show X{SQ)资 Suppose A(so) G /+(<?). Since A(.s'o) � 
p, A(so) e I-{p) n /+(S"). Following the proof of g 6 int(D+(5)), it is easy to 
show that A(so) ^ int{D+{S)). Contradiction. 
Finally, we will show q € D+{S). Since A(so) G dD+{S) and by the Corollary 
3.3.2’ we have A(so) G 5 ^ ( 5 ) . Suppose A (.So)朱 S. S is achronal, so we have 
A(so) G which has contradiction. So, A(so) G S and q e 
As a result, we can construct a sequence G which converges to 
p. • 
Referring to p.41 and p.42 in [9], we have the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.3.5. If S is achronal, then 
(1.) SCD+iS); 
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f2.J H+[S)is closed and achronal; 
(3.) Ifx € D+{S), then /"(x) n J+{S) C D+{S); 
(4.) IfS is closed, dD+{S) = H+{S) U S; 
(5.) IfS is closed, dD{S) = H{S). 
Next, we will show that Cauchy Surface S must l)e connected. 
Proposition 3.3.6. A Cauchy surface S in M must be connected. 
Proof. There exists a smooth timelike vector field on M. We have a smooth 
family of integrated future timelike curves A induced from the vector field. There 
is a map T .. M — S such that p maps to A( -oo , 0 0 ) n S where 入 cuts p. The map 
is well-defined as S is a Cauchy surface. Since iM is connected, it suffices to show 
T is continuous. Let d be the natuial distance function between p and q e M with 
respect to a Riemannian metric on M. For any q € A/, any sequence converges 
to q, we let T{q) = \{tq) and T{qn) = ) G S. For any e � 0， t h e r e xists 
> 0 such that d(\q{t), \q(tfj)) < e for t G [tg - 6, tq-\- 6]. By smoothness of ODE 
theorem, there exists N such that � ’ \ { t ) ) < e ior t e [tq - S,tq + <5] and 
n > N. Since \q{tq - J) lies in I~{S) while X^{tq + 5) lies in /+(5) , we can make 
N larger such that - 6) e /'(S) and -h S) e I+(S) for all n > N. 
Since S is Cauchy surface, we have 6 (tq - 5, tq-\- 6) for n > N. As a 
result, for n> N, 
<2e. 
• 
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Finally, we will show that if M has a Cauchy surface S, then M is globally 
hyperbolic which is the main part in the chapter. 
Lemma 3.3.7. If S is achronal and x G D'^i^S) — then every endless 
causal curve with future end-point x meets S — H^{S) and contains a point in 
/平⑶• 
Proof. I just show the case of a: G D+(5) - H+(S). There exists y e /+ (x) fl 
For any past endless causal curve a with Q(0) = x, by the Lemma 3.3.3 
and the definition of H+[S), there exists a endless timelike curve j3 with /?(0) = y, 
i3{t) e � ) a n d rf(7(0，/^�)< Then 门 <9 0. So there exists to > 0 
such that 13(to) e S. As a result, a(to) G I~{S). Moreover, a fl 5 ^ 0. Let w be 
an intersection point. We have y G / + — ) which says that w 车 H+(S) [by the 
definition of H+(S)]. • 
Proposition 3.3.8. If S is achronal and closed, then 
(1.) int{D[S)) is strongly casual, 
(2.) and u, v e int(D{S)), J+(u) n ^^ 一(iO is compact. 
Proof. To show (1.), let = D / " ( x ) . Clearly, V n D{S) = 0. For 
any z G mt(D{S))门 dV, there exists a sequence G V such that Vn 2. 
Hence, Vn G mt(D{S)) for large n. Contradiction. So, int(D(S)) A ：= 0, 
too. Suppose there exists p G int(D(5)) at which strong casuality fails. By the 
Theorem 3.2.9，the conditions (a), (b), (c) and (d) are rejected since p 朱 dV. For 
the conditions (e), we let 7 be a null geodesic from p along which strong causality 
fails. From the item 5 of the Proposition 3.3.5, p is in at least one of the following 
three sets: D+{S) - H+{S) - S, D-{S) - H-{S) - S ov S - H{S). In the first 
case, by the Lemma 3.3.7, 7 has some point q e I~{S). Then q dt P and q ^ p. 
As q e I~{S) and p 6 /+⑶，there exist y, x e S such that y � p and q � x . 
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As a result, y � x . It contradicts with adiroiial S. We have the same conclusion 
in the second case. In the third case, there exists , <72 € 7 such that 仍 G I~{S) 
and q2 G Clearly, qi ：< q2- If qi = 92，it contradicts with achronal S. If 
qi ^ q2, by the Lemma 3.2.6 and 3.3.7’ it also contradicts with achronal S. 
To show (2.)，suppose there exist p, g G int{D{S)) such that J+(p) fl J~{q) is 
non-compact. It means there exist a sequence of € J+(p) n J一 (q) which has 
no converging subsequence. W.L.O.G., we can assume a^ 6 D~{S) for all n. Let 
be a future causal curve form p = 7(0) through a^ to q while is piecewise 
differeiiticible mid arc-length parameterized with respect to a complete Riemanian 
metric. We extend jn to be future endless. By the limit curve Theorem 3.1.3, 
there exists a future endless causal curve 7 to which converge locally uniformly 
and 7(0) = p. We take fin == 7(tn) with t.n > 0. We claim —>• +00. Suppose 
{tn} is bounded. W.L.O.G., we can assume t.n converges to s. As a result, 
an — 7 (s) . It contradicts with the assumption of The claim is done. From 
the item 5 of the Proposition 3.3.5’ p E D'iS) - H-{S). By the Lemma 3.3.7， 
we have 7(^0) G /+ (5 ) for some to > 0. Hence, 7 (0 G /+ (5 ) for t > to. As a 
result, Qn € /+(•?) for large n. an G D~(S) A /+(•?) means S is not achronal. 
Contradiction. • 
As a result, we have the following theorem 
Theorem 3.3.9. The existence of a Cauchy Surface S C M implies M is globally 
hyperbolic. 
Proof. If M has a Cauchy surface S, then int(D(5')) = M. By the Proposition 
3.3.9’ M is globally hyperbolic. • 
In fact, in [3], Geroch R.P. showed that the converse is true. 
Chapter 4 
Conjugate Points 
111 the section 4.1, we will discuss the space of causal curves and its topology. 
Also we will show that the length function on this space is upper senii-contin\ious 
and tlie maximal curve is a causal geodesic in some conditions. In section 4.2， 
we will introduce Jacobi field and conjugate points in a space-time manifold. 
We will study the relationship between the length of a causal geodesic and its 
first conjugate point. We will show that the length of a timelike geodesic is not 
maximal after a conjugate point. Also, let 7 : [0, t] — M be a future null geodesic, 
we will show there is a future timelike curve from 7(0) to 7(t) arbitrarily close 
to 7 if there is a conjugate point 7(^0) where to G (0,/.). In the section 4.3, we 
will derive the Raychaiiduri equation and use it to study the conditions for the 
existence of conjugate points. 
4.1 Space of causal curves 
Let K be the subset of M consisting of all points at which M is strongly casual 
(Please refer to p. 10 in Chapter 2). By the Proposition 3.2.5, K is open. Let C 
be a subset of K and let A and B be subsets of C. We define B) = {7I7 
29 
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is a causal curve lying in C from a point of A to a point of B.}. 
The topology on 这 K ) induced by a base for open sets in 如(/(，K) which 
is Q) where P, Q and R are open in M with P,Q C R and R C K. We fix 
p and q E K with p �K q. Since K is strongly casual, we can choose a connected 
open set A of p, B oi q such that all causal curve from A to B are future. 
Proposition 4.1.1. If C is an open and path-connected with C C C K and C is 
compact in K and A and B are closed subsets of C, then B) is compact. 
Proof. Since the topology of K) is composed of a countable basis. It 
suffices to show that every converging sequence {?„} C B) has a converging 
subsequence in 丑). 
Let h be a complete Riemannian metric on M. We consider ^ : [ 0 , — > C is 
finite piecewise unions of causal geodesic from a point in .4 to a point in B and 
is para met ized by arclength with respect to h. We let r(7„) = J," 
We first show that there exists H > 0 with r(7,i) < H for all n. We cover C 
with causally convex neighbourhood Ua such that 
(1.) Ua C C Na where Nq is a convex normal neighbourhood; 
(2.) Uq has a compact closure such that it is contained in one coordinate chart; 
(3.) There exists a Ga > 0 such that for any timelike curve lying in it is 
also a timelike curve with respect to -Gadf + dx\ + d3:\ + dx\. 
Following the proof in the Theorem 3.1.3, there exists Ha > 0 such that 
r{jri\ua) < Ha for all n. Since C is compact, it is covered with finitely many 
of Ua. Hence, there exists H > 0 such that r(7n) < H for all n. Hence, bn < H 
for all n. 
Next, we will show that has a converging subsequence converges 7 with 
7 e B) in sense of the topology on 这.Since both A and B are compact 
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sets and 7„(0) 6 A. W.L.O.G, we can assume 7„(0) converges to p e A and % 
is a future causal curve. We extends 7„ to be fiitiue endless. By the Theorem 
3.1.3，there exists a future endless causal curve 7 such that 7„ converges to it 
locally uniformly with 7(0) = p. Since G [0, / / ] , we can assume converges 
to b. Then, jn{bn) converges to 7(6). 7(6„) ^ B which is closed implies 7(6) e B. 
As a result, 7|[o’bj € ^ ( A , B) and 7n|[(V,„] converges to 7|[o’b] in the sense of the 
topology induced on K). 
Finally, for any future causal curve {7nlio,6,.]} Q B)'： There exists a 
piecewise union of future causal curve jn G D) such that c^o(i^(0，7n⑴）< 
• for t e [0, bri] where do is mentioned in the Theorem 3.1.3. ^n converges to 
7 in the sense of the topology on A"), so 7,, converges to 7 in the same 
topology. • 
Corollary 4.1.2. Let S be dosed and achronal. Suppose strong causality holds 
at each point of S. Ltt y, z G mt{D(S)). Then, is compact 
Next, we discuss the definition of length function on 知 ( A , B). Let 7 : [a, 6] 一 
M be a piecewise C^ causal curve. It is natural to define the length / of 7 as 
/(7) = f : yZ—gi")''-. where ^ is a Lorentzian metric. Also, when we consider 
the relationship between maximal curve and geodesic, by p. 53-54 in [9], we have 
the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.1.3. Let U be a convex normal neighbourhood and let p and q e U 
can be joint by a future causal curve lying in U. Then if pq is a causal geodesic 
lying in U, then l{pq) > � 7 ) where 7 is any piecewise differentiable curve lying 
in U from p to q. 
We want to extend the length function I to all C�curve, so we define the length 
function L : K A B) —»• [0,00) as follows: 
L(7) = inf sup 
{all sets containing 7 where R is open in K , P and Q are open in R} {AGOy?(PQ) is curve} 
/(A). 
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By the same method in the second paragraph of the Proposition 4.1.1, it is easy 
to show that L(j) is finite for any 7 e B). Also, we want to show that 
L(J) = Z(7) if 7 is a piecewise cliflFerentiable curve in FK{K, K). First, we define 
an orthonoimal basis along a timelike geodesic. 
Definition 4.1.4. Let 7 be a future timelifce geodesic with (7', 7') = —1. At 7(0), 
there exists spacelike vectors ei, 62 and €3 such that (7',Cf) = 0 and 
/ \ J 1 订 … j 
[ 0 tfi^j 
We parallel transport {ei, 62, £3,7'} along 7. Then，{ei{t), e2{t), 63(0,7'(i)} is 
an orthonormal basis along 7 . 
Lemma 4.1.5. I is upper serni-continuous on all piecewise differentiable curve 
in B). 
Proof. For any 7 in B), first, we parameterize 7 by arc-length with 
respect to the lorentzian metric (j and assume 7 is future and lies in a convex 
normal neighbourhood U. Let {了‘⑴’ ⑴，e�⑴，e3(i)} be an orthonormal basis 
along 7. Hence, H(x\,x2,xi, s) = exp,�(2�iei+:i:2e2+工363) ： 0 C R'^ H(0) C 
U is a coordinate chart where H(0) is an open set of 7. We consider all causal 
curves lying in U only. By the Proposition 3.2.3, H(0) is a causally convex. 
9 = 
defini 
- 1 ~0 
"0 (rij) 
；e which is an 
where is a 3 x 3 symmetric matrix which is positive 
exists V C H{0) where 7(5) e V such that for all q eV 
(1.) goo�-1 
(2.) - e < gio{q) < e; 
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(3.) > e Z h ^ ?； 
(4.) {rij){q) is positive definite. 
Also, in a local coordinate of H,悬丨，⑷=7'� and 羞 = 7 ' � are timelike 
vectors. Hence, there exists open Ai C A and Bi C B such that 悬 is future 
timelike on Ai and Bi and any causal cui.ve from Ai to Bi lying in V must be 
future. 
For any future casual curve p e -^i), p{t) = H{xi{t)yx2(t),x-i{t),s{t)). 
Hence, p'[t) = E L 工；最十 ⑴悬.A l s o , by the item 4.’ s'{t) = 0 at some 
to implies Xi(to) = 0 for i = 1,2.3. However, it contradicts with the fact that 
p'{to) is fuiiiie causal. Hence, we can reparaineterize p{t) by s. It means p{s) =• 
H{xi{s)^x2{s),x,i{s), s) where is from a' to b'. 
Z(p|[a'’b']) 二 / ⑷，P'(s))lh/’s 
[-.900 - - 厂 
i=l hJ--
< / 1-900 + 2 X ] - f ^f By (3.) 
九' i=i j=i 
rb' 3 3 
< / [-900 + By (2.) 
人’ 1=1 i=i 
< / [—^fe�+ - e ^ x f j ^ d s By Cauchy Schwarz's inequality 
•‘ i=l i=l 1=1 
rb' 3 3 3 
< / 卜 + + By AM>GM 
J a' 1=1 t=l t=l 
fb' , 
< J [l + 4e]2ds By (1.) 
= [ l + 4e]^|a'-6'|. 
Since p(a') 6 Ai and p{b') e Bi where a' and h' are s-coordinate of p{a') and 
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p(b') respectively. Hence a' and b' are very near to 0 and /(7|�a力])respectively. 
We have, l{p) < /(7) + 0(e). Thus, I is upper semi-continuous. 
If the whole 7 does not lies inside a single convex normal neighbourhood, then 
it is covered with a finite number of convex normal neighbourhood. By the above 
method, we can also conclude I is upper semi-continuous. • 
Proposition 4.1.6. L(7) = /(7) i / 7 is piecewise and in 知(/1’_B) 
Proof. On one hand, by definition of L, L(7) > � 7 ) . On the. other hand, since 
I is upper semi-continuous, for any e > 0, there exist open O in K and open A' 
and Y in O such that l[f)) < � 7 ) + e for all p G 如(AT, and p is piecewise 
differentiable. Then, L(7) < � 7 ) + e for all e > 0. Hence, /(7) > L(7). • 
As a result, by the first paragraph on p.32 and the Propositions 4.1.6, we can 
say L is reasonably defined. By the definition of L, we have 
Theorem 4.1.7. L is upper serni-continuous on B). 
If S is achronal, the property of L can be used to study the relationship between 
maximal length and causal geodesic in ini{D{S)). 
Corollary 4.1.8. If S is achronal and p, q G int(D(S)) with p ：< q, then causal 
geodesic pq from p to q exists and L{pq) > L(7) where 7 is any causal curve from 
p to q. 
Proof. By the Theorem 3.3.8，we have J+(p)n J 一 � is compact. By the Corollary 
4.1.2 and the Theorem 4.1.7, there exists a future causal curve 7 from p i o q whose 
length is maximal. It is easy to show that n J - (g ) C mt(D(5)). Hence, 
7 C mt{D{S)). 
First, we consider p � q . For any 7|[q,6] G (p,^), it is covered with 
{U{t)\U{t) is causally convex, 7 � E U{t) and U{t) C N{t) C J+{p) n for 
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some convex normal neighboruhood N{t)}. It is covered with a finite niiniber of 
U{t\),U{t2)^...iU{tn). By the Theorem 3.1.1, there exists i such that 71(：；(£.) is not 
a single null geodesic. Let say i = I. 
We claim 7丨{：/(“）is a timelike geodesic. Suppose it is not a timelike geodesic. 
Let 7[0’1] C U{ti) with 7(0) and 7(1) G dU{ti). For simplicity, we denote 
ab is a future geodesic lying in U(ti) from a to b. By the assumption of 7|(_/(“)， 
—•——. 
there exists b in 7[0，1] but not in 7(0)7(1). There exists an arbitrarily small open 
一 一 、 
neighbourhood O of 6 such that 007(0 )7 (1 ) = 0. By the Proposition 4.1.3, there 
exists e > 0 such that + /(fy^T)) < / (7(0)^1)) - 3e. Indeed, I is upper 
semi-continuous, there exists a neighbourhood ^v'i(7(0),0) and 乐“0’：（1)) of 
and 67(1) respectively such that / (ai) < � 7 ( 0 ) 6 ) + e and 1(02) < + e 
for pieccwise differentiable ai e ^Ki(7(0),0) and a2 G ^v：,(0,7(1)). Hence, 
for any pieccwise differeiitiahle future causal curve cv from 7(0) to 7(1) lying in 
Vi U V2 with a(^) e O, 1(a) < + + 2e < / ( i T O ^ l ) ) 一 e. Heiicc, 
L{^i\u{ti)) < ^(7(0)7(1))- Contradiction since L()[0,1]) is maximal among all 
futiiie causal curve lying in U(ti) from 7(0) to 7(1). 
Then, for ')'\u{t2)^  by a similar argument, we can also conclude that it is a fiitiue 
timelike geodesic. By induction, we can conclude 7 is a future tiinelike geodesic. 
Next, we consider p q and p it < q. By the Theorem 3.1.1, p and q can be 
joint by a single null geodesic only. Hence, 7 must be a single null geodesic and 
1(7) = Kl) = 0. • 
4.2 Jacobi field, conjugate point and length of 
geodesic 
First, we define a Jacobi field in space-time. 
Definition 4.2.1. Let E C M be a smooth spacelike submanifold. Let 7 ： [0, b 
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M be a future timelike geodesic which is affine pararnetized with�7', 7 ' � = —1 and 
meets S, orthogonally at 7(0). Let F : [0,6] x ( - e , e ) —> M be a variation of 7 
such that for every t G (—6, e), Fu{t) = u) is a future timelike geodesic with 
dF 
7(t) = Fo{t) and Fu(0) G S. Then, the variational vector field J{t) = — |((_o) is 
a Jacobi field along 7 in a timelike case. Similarly, i/7 and Fu{t) are future null 
dF 
geodesies and are parametrized by an affine parameter, then J{t) = - — i s a 
C/ LL 
Jacobi field along 7 in a null-like case. 
We should note that S can be a point. Also, referring to p.224-227 in [5], there 
is ail equivalent definition of the Jacobi field which is viewed as an ODE with 
some initial conditions. 
Theorem 4.2.2. J{t) is a Jacobi field along 7 in a timelike case if and only if 
(1.) V y V y J ( 0 + R{J, i ) i = 0 along 7 ; 
(2.) J(0) G T,(o)S; 
(3.) for all V e we //.ai;e(Vy(o) J(0), v) •/•�••/(o)^ 7 ' ( 0 ) � = 0 where v is a 
tangent vector field on E around 7(0) with i-ly = v. 
J[t) is a Jacobi field along j in a null like case if and only if 
(1.) V y V y J ( s ) + 7')7' = 0 along 7 ; 
(2.) J(0) 6 T谓S，. 
(3.) for all V € we have (Vy(o) J(0),^;)> +{Vj^o)V,i{0)) = 0 where v is 
a tangent vector field on E around 7(0) with = v; 
( I ) (J'{t),i{t)) = 0 along J. 
There is a remark in this theorem. Let 7' be an extension of 7,(0) on E locally. 
Then, the condition 2 is equivalent to say that the projection of (J ' — Vj(o)7') to 
Xy(o)E is equal to 0. 
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We can use an orthonormal basis mentioned in the Definition 4.1.4 to express 
a Jacobi field along a timelike geodesic. However, we cannot use the baais to 
express it along a null geodesic. We will introduce a pseiido-orthonormal basis to 
deal with it. 
Definition 4.2.3. Let y be a null geodesic. At 7(0)，there exists a null vector n, 
spacelike vectors e： and 62 such that we have {n, n) = 0,〈7'’ e,) = (71,6,) = 0 and 
〈71，7'〉= 1 and 
/ \ J 1 订 i = j 
{euej)= < 
[ 0 ifi^j 
We parallel transport {61,62,71,7'} along 7. Then, {ei{t),e2{t),n{t),y'(t)} is a 
pseudo-orthonormal basis along 7. 
Next, we define a conjugate point to S. 
Definition 4.2.4. Let 7 be a future causal (jcodeaic. If there exists a non-trivial 
Jacobi field along 7 from H to q such that J = Q at. q, then q is a conjugate point 
to S. 
Proposition 4.2.5. Let’ : [0, b] — M be a future timelike geodesic and {ci, 62,63,7'} 
be a orthonormal basis along 7. Then, luc have 
(1.) Let T, be a spacelike hypersurface to which 7 is orthogonal at 7(0) and ei(0), 
62(0) and 63(0) are in T,.(o)S. We also let Ji be a Jacobi field along 7 with 
Ji(0) = Ci and JJ(0) = Vg^YlE where 7 ' is any normal extension vector field 
o/7'(0) on E. 7(6) is a conjugate point to E along 7 if and only z/A = 0 
at 7(6) where A is a volume element spanned by J\, J2, J3 and 7'. 
(2.) Let E be a point. We also let Ji be a Jacobi field along 7 with Jj(0) = 0 and 
J.(0) = 7(6) is a conjugate point to 7(0) along 7 if and only if A = 0 
at 7(6) where A is a volume element spanned by Ji, J2, J3 and 7'. 
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Proof. Wc will prove the case (1.) only. 
(=>)There is a non-trivial Jacobi field J along 7 such that J(6) = 0. J ( 0 ) = 
o.iJi[Q) and J'(0) = (Vj7')|(=o = (^iJ'ii^) where a^  are constant with 
some di ^ 0. H(t) = E L i ^^iM^) is a Jaocbi field and H{0) = J(0), H'{0)= 
J'(0). By the uniqueness of ODE theorem, J{t) = oaJiit)- J{p) = 0 implies 
Ji, J2 and J3 are linear dependent at w. Hence, A = 0 at 7(6). 
(4=) A = 0 at 7(6). There exists some a^  which is not all zero such that 
ciiJi = 0 at 7(6). Let J{t) = (iiJi{t). It is a Jacobi field along 7 which 
has a conjugate point at 7(6). • 
Remark: If〈7'，7'〉= -1，then we have A = Jj)-
Proposition 4.2.6. Let 7 : [0, b] —»• M be a future null geodesic and {ei, e.2, n, 7'} 
be a pseudo- orthonormal basis along 7. Then, we have 
(1.) Let be a spacelike two-surface to which 7 is orthogonal at 7(0) and ei(0) 
and 62(0) are in IVe also let Ji be a Jacobi field along 7 with J ,(0)= 
e,： and J,'(0) 二 Vc, 7'|e where 7' is any normal extension vector field of 7,(0) 
on E. 7(6) is a conjugate point to E along 7 if and only if A = 0 at 7(6) 
where A = \Jdet{{Ji, Jj)) is a volume element spanned by Ji, J2, n and Y. 
(2.) Let Ti he a point. We also let Ji be a Jacobi field along 7 with J,(0) = 0 and 
J.(0) = Cj. 7(6) is a conjugate point to 7(0) along 7 if and only if A = Q 
at 7(6) where A = det{{Ji, Jj)) is a volume element spanned by Ji, J2, n 
and 7'. 
Proof. We only prove the case (1.) only. 
It is similar to the Proposition 4.2.5 
(令 )A 二 0 at 7(6). There exists some constant ai and c which is not all zero 
such that diJi = 07' at 7(6). Let J{t) = J^Ui ^iMt) - f y . It is a Jacobi field 
along 7 arising from E which has a conjugate point at 7(6). • 
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In Older to study the relationship between the length of a timelike geodesic and 
its first conjugate point, we will briefly introduce a. spacelike index form. 
Let 7 : [0,6] M be a piecewise C^ future timelike curve which is arc-length 
parameterized and is perpendicular to E at 7(0). Let a : (-e, e) x [0,6] — M is 
a variation of 7(5) such that 
(1.) a(0,t) = 7(t)； 
(2.) there is a subdivision 0 = fo < < ••• < n^ = ^ of [0,6] such that a is C^ 
on each (e,£) x 
(3.) a(u,0) e E, a(u,b) = j(by, 
(4.) for each fixed 11, cvu(0 = a{u,t) is a future timelike curve. 
There are two remarks below. 
(a.) 
OQ 
For any a, we can reparanietrize it such that — is orthogonal to , / ( / ) on 
‘ Ou 
7[o，,,l. The length of a curve is invariant under paiametrization, so，for 
Q(x 
simplicity, we assume — is orthogonal to 7'(t) along the geodesic. 
(b.) The condition 4 must be automatically satisfied if e is small enough. 7(5) 
itself is a timelike curve. Suppose for all e > 0, there exists \u\ < e such that 
au{t) is not a timelike curve. Hence, we can assume there exists a sequence 
{un^tn) E ( - e , e ) X [to, ill such that Un — 0 a n d � A , ; j t „ ) ’ < „ ( t „ ) � > 0. We 
can assume tn — s for some s e [to’“l. Hence, lim = lim —(O.s ) 
00 at n->oo at 
= 7 ' ( s ) . Contradiction as 7 is a timelike curve. 
^ 产 I ~~d d 
L{a{u, [0, b])) = ) / V -〈瓦’瓦〉也 is the length of a curve. It is a function 
i=i Jti V 
of u. Then, we have the first variation formula 
丝I 
, n in n i n ii ii l i
t = 0 1 = 1 
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^ ^ 8 ^ J^ 
where A—(/.j) = — , - " "：^  , 4 - Tr-(O) = 0 if 7 is a timelike geodesic and it 
at at “+1 at “ du 
is orthogonal to E at 7(0). Hence, a necessary condition for 7 to be the longest 
curve from E to 7(6) is that it must be a timelike geodesic which is orthogonal 
to E at 7(0). To proceed further, we will study second derivative of L. 
For the same 7 as before. Let a : ( - e i , e i ) x (-62,62) x [0,6] —>• M from E to p 
such that 
(1.) a(0,0,O = 7(O； 
(2.) there is a subdivision 0 = io < < ... < tn = b oi [0,6] such that a is C'^ 
on each ( - e i , e i ) x (-62,€2) x [Mi+i]; 
(3.) q(ui, U2,0) G E, a(ui, u2,6) = 7(6) 
(4.) for all constant ui,u2, is a future timelike curve; 
Q Q 
(5.) - ~ is smooth along - ~ at 7 � ’ vice versa. 
au\ UU2 
Similarly, we can assume and is orthogonal to 7' along 7 for simplicity. 
aui au2 
Then, we have the second variation formula. 
§ � 1 ； 岸 7 ' ( ^ ； _ -�I?•南”Is + 
1 — 1 
where T is a unit normal vector field on S such that T\^{o) = 7,(0)• Also, by 
乎 L d^L 
direct computation,we can show that - ~ — ( 0 , 0 , t ) = - ~ — ( 0 , 0 , t ) . 
du2dui duidu2 
Definition 4.2.7 (Space-like Hypersurface Index Form I^). Let 7 ： [0,6] — M 
be a future timelike geodesic which is orthogonal to S at 7(0) and is arc-length 
•parameterized. Let Z\ and Z2 be piecewise smooth vector fields along 7 such that 
1. Z\ and Z2 are orthogonal to 7' along 7; 
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2. Z i = Z2 = 0 at 7 ( 6 ) . 
then 
二 广 H I 
I z { Z u Z 2 ) = Y ^ / ( Z i , V y V y ( Z 2 ) 7 ' + / ? ( Z 2 ’ 7 ' ) 7 ' 〉 ⑷也 + 
n-\ 
1=1 
where T is a normal vector field on E with T|y(o) = 7'(〔)） 
It is easy to show that / s is symmetric bilinear form. Also, since for each vari-
f)T f)2T y2 
atioii of curve a(u,0，i^KdO,^])) = + [ ^ ( O ) l u + [ ^ ( 0 ) ] - + O(ii^) 
=•- L(7|[o,6i) + h(备I, + 0{u^). If we show that Z) > 0 for some of the 
above Z, then the length of 7(0,6) is not locally maximal. 
Theorem 4.2.8. Let 'y{t) : [0, b] —> M be a future linielike (jeodesic which is 
pcrjjendicular to a spacdike hyper surf ace S at 7(0). If there is a conjugate point 
7(fo) to S where 0 < to < b along 7[0，6]，then the length of 7 is not maximal. 
Proof. Suppose j ( fo) is a point conjugate to E along 7. Then we will claim the 
length of the geodesic 7(0, b] is not maximal for any b > to. Let Y be a non-trivial 
Jacobi field along 7 with y (0 ) E and Y{to) = 0. Then we set 
� f Y(t) if t < to 
[ 0 \ito<t<b 
We let W{t) be the parallel vector field along 7 such that \V{to) = Y'{to) — 0. 
Then we set Yt{t) = (f){t)\V{t) + eY{t) where 0 is a smooth function such that 
0(0) = (p{b) = 0 and ^(fo) = —1. It can be shown that Y is orthogonal to 7' 
for t G [0,6]. Hence, hiYe^Ye) = 2e{Y{tolY{to)) + Y'{to) + 0 is 
orthogonal to 7' which means Y'{to) is a space-like vector. {Y{to),Y{to)) > 0. 
Also, since Y is smooth, Iz{Y,Y) is finite. As a result, if e > 0 is small enough, 
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To finish the proof, we need to construct a variation a('u，t) of 7 from E to 7(6) 
with |^ |u=o = K. First, we assume 7 is a unit timelike geodesic and extends 
it on (—C，b + C) where > 0 is very small. Then, we can construct a vector 
field V on an open neighbourhood U 2 7(-C,b + C) such that {V, V) = - 1 and 
= 7'. Next, there exists a coordinate map F : (:ri，2:2,工3’ 0 — U such that 
F{xi,x2,x-^,t) is an integral curve induced by the vector field V with the initial 
position F{xi,X2,^3,0) G S. Since 7 is orthogonal to E at 7(0), it is easy to show 
that 臺 is orthogonal to 7' along 7(0,6]. Hence, Y^{t) = ⑴ 最 ⑷ where 
ai{b) = 0 for i = 1’ 2，3. So, afa, t) = F(ai � s . , “ 2 � s ， a 3 � s ’ i ) is the required 
variation of 7. • 
Similarly, with slight modification of first and second variation formula, we also 
have the following tlieorein for E being a point-
Theorem 4.2.9. Let 7 � : [ 0 , 6 ] — M be a future tirnelike goedesic. If there is 
a conjugate point 7(^0) t.o 7(0) where 0 < to < b along 7(0, b], then 7 is not a 
maximal curve. 
Let us consider a. conjugate point in a null-like case. Let 7 be a future null 
geodesic which is orthogonal to a spacelike two-surface S. We will show that if 
there exists a conjugate point, 7(^0), to E along 7，then for any t > to, there 
exists a future timelike curve from E to y{t) which is arbitrarily close to 7(0, t]. 
Similarly, the result is still true if ’a spacelike-2 surface E' is replaced by 'a point', 
let say 7(0). 
Lemma 4.2.10. Given F(u,t) : ( - e , e ) x [0,6] —>• M which 
(1.) F(0,t) = 7(t) is a null geodesic orthogonal to S at 7(0)/ 
(2.) F(u,0) G E and F{u,b) = 7(6) for all u e ( - e , e ) ; 
(3.) F isC4 on [—e’e] x [0, b. 
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then if F satisfies that 
(a.) —{0,t) is orthogonal to 7' for t G [0, b]; 
(b.) their, exists c > 0 such that for u = 0 and t e [0，6], we have 
；〈•斋 l ? 7 ' � + - � l l ， • ， + < - c < 0, 
then there exists e' < e such that for each fixed u e ( - e ' , e')/{0}, F(u, t) is a 
timelike curve. 
^ ^ ^ 
Proof. It suffices to show — ( — , — 
Q Q 
• 仙 d • ， 況 〉 “ < - c f o “ 6 M . 
du^dt' dt'^' 
Also, 
2〈•斋基,务 t ) “ = 4 t � t i ) “ - 2〈基 = 0. 
(F .d d 
lu=0 
V / . o 
u 
V A w \ j V a
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… d\h� I d\d d.. 2 I d'd d,, 3 , 
We have〈玩’瓦〉(M) = 〈 玩 ’ 沉 〉 + 3 —〈玩’況〉I队，”一 where 
0 < < 仏 Since F is C^ on [ -6 , e] x [0, /;]. There exists d > 0 such that 
for ( , “ ) ^ X [0,6]. So, 
-cu^ 4- du^. As a result, we take e' = min{e, F(u,t) is a timelike curve 
f o r w 6 ( - e ' , e ' ) / { 0 } . • 
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Theorem 4.2.11. Let 7 � : [ 0 , 6 ] M be a future null geodesic which is per-
pendicular to a s'pacelike-2 surface E at 7(0). If ^ {to) is the first conjugate point 
7(to) to E where 0 < to < b along 7(0, b], then there is a variation of 7, a{u,t), 
such that au{t) gives a timelike curve from S to 7(6) except u = 0. 
Proof. We divide the proof into three main parts. 
(1.) We construct a variational vector field Z(t) and its acceleration vector field 
A{t) along 7[0’io + where 6 is arbitrarily small sucli that 邓)丄7 ' and 
there exist c > 0 such that 
！ [剛， 7 ' > + 〈卯 ) ’ V y z � � 1 - ( Z W , V y V y Z ( i ) + H(Z(0 ,7 ' )y> < - c . 
(2.) We construct a variation F : ( - e , e) x [0’ <0 + — M such that 
(a.) = 
(b.) = 
(c.) F(u, 0) G S, F(u, 1) = j(to + S), F(0, t) = 7 � and F is 
With the Lemma 4.2.10, we have F(u, t) is a timelike curve for u ^ 0 and 
t e + 5 • 
(3.) For any neighbourhood O of 7(0,6], there exists a timelike curve lying inside 
0 from E to 7(6). 
We prove the part 1. Let {61,62,71,7'} be a pseudo-orthonormal basis along 7 
and ei(0) and 62(0) be tangent vectors on S. Since 7(^0) is the first conjugate 
point. There exists a non-trivial Jacobi field J along [0,6] such that J(0) e 
Ty(0)E, J{to) = 0 and J{t) = ai{t)ei + + asY- is identically zero on 
0,tol- Otherwise, if 03(7;) 0 for some r/ e [0,fo], then J{t) = J{t) - 03(77)^ 63 
is a Jacobi field such that J(r/) = 0. It contradicts with the first conjugate point 
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We claim there exists e > 0 such that there is no cuiijugate point on 7[0, to + 
except t = to and J{t) = f{t)\V{t) on 7[0’ to + e] where 
(i.) / � is smooth function and W � is smooth vector field; 
:ii.) {W{t),Wit))= 
(iii.) 
> 0 if t e [0, to) 
fit) 二 0 \it = to 
< 0 if t e {to,tQ + e 
We let 
fit) 
y/{j(t),j{t)) = V"? + 4 if i G [0,fo 
ai{t) - aSo) = /o ioMt - to) + to)dz. a,{t) - a,{to) 二 /J a[{z(t — U) + /�)((-
to)dz = {t - to) /o (i'i{z{t - to)卞 /J a'j{z{t - k ) + tQ)(lz are smooth. 
For simplicity, we denote � = / J a[{z{t - to) + to)dz. Also, J'{to) ^ 0. 
There exists some i such that + 0. Hence, /i,(fo) + 0 for some i. It 
tells us that f{t) = -(t - to)\/h\ + h\ is smooth on [0,to + e]. Also, we let 
= 雨 = § T M T T W ' ^ + V W T O P ' ' . 1作)IS smootli on 
0, to + e]. Indeed, by /'(to) < 0 and the continuity of / ' ’ we can make e > 0 small 
such that f{t) < 0 for t e (to, to + e 
Next, we will construct Z{t) by slightly stretching W{t). We let Z{t) = (i/; + 
f)W{t) where is a C'^ function on [0,to + e). It is obvious that 丄7' on 
0,^0 +el- Also, 
V y V y Z + R{Z, 7')7 = ^"W + + 0[VyVyVK + R(W, J')^] 
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Hence, 
二 V/ ' ( / + .0) + 2lP'{f + U , � + (0 + / ) ^ ) V v V y i y + W) 
= + fW + ^ ' ( V y V y i y + HOI. 
We want the inner product strictly less than zero. First, we consider ijj" + 
•0(VyVyVK + R{W,'y')i,W). Since /，ip and W are smooth. There exists 
a > 0 such that 0 < + {VyVyVK + W) for t e [0,<o + e]. Hence, 
' 0 � + 0 ( V y V y i y + \V) > 0 � 一 which is an ODE inequality. We 
let._ = / ? (e� ' - 1) for some constant j3 > 0. We take (3 = > 0 and 
locate the first zero of (.0 + / ) for t e [0,fo + e]. Since (t/; + / ) ( f ) > 0 for t G [0, to 
and (.0 + f){to + e) = 0’ by continuity of 0 + / , there exists a e > ^ > 0 such that 
.4，+/ is the first zero at to + & Hence, Z{t) = [ -乂( (二 ( e " , - 1) + / � ] U , � 
on 
Finally, we construct A{t). Following the second paragraph of the Theorem 
4.2.8，there exists a parametrization X : [0，to+6] x ( - e , e) —>• M such that it satis-
fies the conditions (a) and (c) in the part (2). We let A{t) = [�ei，•結瓷〉 
[ f e ’ •丝 f K � ) 德 ] e 2 + [ � n ’ •驻f�(0)糖]7'-[�Z,V)'幻⑴工 7'，•遽 f � ( 0 ) + 
Ou Ou 
{ Z , V y Z m y - ^ ] n . Then 
There exists a variational of null geodesic H{u, t) such that —— L=o = J 
犯 ou 
and — |t=o is normal to S. 
饥 〜 
= + - v^fxo)] — (V,Z,Z)(0) 
n dH� dX 7,n� , "…dH dX,, 
Smce 石 1 _ = =州 )，w e 1 麗 - ‘ ) � = 0. 
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=-•.々 '，1^〉丨)(。)+ 队、、！^〉丨训— 
= o + � z ' , z � | _ - / ( v / + ')(o) 
二 - / ' 0 ( 0 ) 
<0. 
We prove the part (2.). We let V{t,iL) = on [0, to + 6] x ( -e ,e ) . 
For each 7(<), there is a normal coordinate {wi,W2,ws,iU4) —> U where U is an 
open neighbourhood of In the coordinate, A = + + + 
4 蟲 while V m = + V2壶 + + K 最 . W e let B{t) = {A,-
V i )壶 + - V'2)蟲 + {A, - + (A, - 1 / 4 ) ^ be a vector field 7[0’ ~ + J]. 
Then, we take X : [0,io+(J]x(-e,e) — M with X{t,u) = e x p ) � ( \ / ( f， + B � u ? ) 
which satisfy the conditions (a), (b) and (c) in the part (2.). 
We prove the part (3.). By the part (1.)，(2.) and the Lemma 4.2.10, there 
exists a variation F('U,t) of 7 from E to + ()') such that Fu{t) is a timelike 
curve except u = 0, then there exists u 0 such that Fu[0,fo + lying in O. If 
s is near t.o + (5, then Fu{s)�7(6). There exists another future timelike curve 
p{t) from FJs) to 7(6) lying in O. Hence, Fy{t) U l3{t) is a timelike curve from 
E to 7 � lying in O. • 
Similarly, we also have the following theorem for E being a point. 
Theorem 4.2.12. Let y(t) : [0,6] — AI be a future null geodesic. 7/7(^0) is the 
first conjugate point 7(^0) to 7(0) where 0 < to < b along 7(0,6], then there is a 
variation of j, Q(u,t)，such that au(t) gives a timelike curve from 7(0) to 7(6) 
except u = 0. 
4.3 Congruence of causal geodesies 
A congruence of timelike curves (7) in M is a smooth family of tiinelike curves 
such that through each p G M, there passes precisely one curve in this family. 
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If O is a sufficiently small compact region, one can represent a congruence by a 
diffeomorphism / : [a, 6] x A —> O where [a, b] is some closed interval of R^ and A 
is a three dimensional manifold with boundary, f maps (f, 0:1,0:2,0:3) to a point 
of the integral timelike curve /(o,ii,x2,x3)(0 with initial value (0’:ri，:r2，工3) on A. 
In this thesis, we usually consider a congruence of timelike geodesies which are 
affiiie parametrized with length = - 1 . [i.e.〈畜,畜〉=-1 and •悬羞=0.) 
Next, we will derives the Raychaudhuri equation in a timelike case. 
Let T be a tangent of 7 in (7). For each point p, let Pij — gij + TiTj be the 
induced metric on the normal siibspace of T. We consider ViTj and decompose 
it into symmetric and antisymmetric part. Since T^WjTj = T^ViTj = 0, ViTj 
is in the normal subspace. We can use P'-^  to take trace. We now define three 
terms. Expansion d = P'^ViTj = ViT' = divT. The shear = - \9Pij. 
It is symmetric and tracelcss. The rotation Ujj = •[i^^j. It is antisymmetric and 
traceless. 
So, ViTj = 辦 j + (Jij + LJij. 
When we consider the change of ViTj along the timelike geodesic. 
VrViT,- = T'W.ViTj = T'V^V.Tj + T'Ri.^^Ti 
= — + RHJIT^T' = - R邮TiT'. 
Taking trace of VrVjTjjWe have 
VtO = -沪— c T i j c f j + uJiju/j - RijT^T^. It is the Raychaudhuri equation in 
the timelike case. 
More about the expansion Q, it is used to measure the average expansion of 
the infinitesimally nearby geodesic. In geometrical meaning, 0 at p is a mean 
curvature of a surface which meet (7) orthogonally around p. We will study the 
relationship between 9 and conjugate point. 
Let 7 be a future timelike geodesic and {ei,e2,e3,T} be an orthonormal basis 
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along 7 mentioned in the Definition 4.1.4 where T = 7'. There is a relationship 
between A and 9 where A is the volume element mentioned in the Proposition 
4.2.5. 
Proposition 4.3.1. Let 6 be an expansion of a congruence of tiinelike geodesies 
(7). Then, 0 = •^VyA along a timelike geodesic. 
Proof. Let {ci, 62,63,7'} be a local basis. Then, A = yj—detg is a volume element 
where g is the metric on M. V�'(jij = 2kij where kij = {V^'ej,ej) is the second 
fundamental form. 
Vydet^ = 2kijG" where G ” is a cofactor of g”. 
='Ikjjg^-^datg where is the inverse of g. 
= - 2 仏 2 
1 
Hence, V y A = - — 7 = = = V y d e t y = OA. • 
2y/-DV.T(J 
In conclusion, from the Proposition 4.2.5, q is a conjugate point to E along '�, if 
9 tends to —00 at q. If g 二 "7(1) is a conjugate point, then there exists a sequence 
of t.n with in < 1 and lim tn = such that lim 9{tn) = -00. Also, if 0 > 0 at 
n—+00 n—»oo 
q, we can say the congruence of geodesies starts to diverge at q. If 0 < 0 at q, we 
can say the congruence of geodesies starts to converge at q. 
In physics, we usually assume strong energy condition that is RabT'^ T^ > 0 for 
all causal vector T. It means gravitation is always an attractive force. With the 
assumption, we can have some results about the existence of a conjugate point. 
Proposition 4.3.2. Given S is either a spacelike hyper surf ace or a point. Let 
) be a congruence of timelike geodesies starting from E to which 7 is orthogonal 
at 7(0). If the expansion 6 has a negative value "1)0(51) < 0 for some point 
7o(5o) G (7) and if strong energy condition is satisfied everywhere, then there will 
be a point conjugate to E along 70(s) between 70(Si) and 70(si + provided 
that 70(s) can be extended to this parameter value. 
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Proof. We show the case for E being a spacelike hypersurface only. 
Suppose there is no conjugate point between 7(Si) and 7(si + 
First, we show that Ujj = 0 along 70. a;,j = V[,Tj] where T =义.It suffices to 
show that ViTj is symmetric. From the first paragraph in the section 4.3 on p.46, 
there is a map / : [a, 6] x E — M around 7o(0) where E is locally orthogonal to 
every timelike geodesic 7. Since〈7'’ 7') = - i . It is easy to show that〈最’ 7'〉= 0 
along 7 for i = 1,2,3. It m e a n s ,悬 ( f T ,悬〉）= 0 . V^T, 二 〈 • 南 悬 〉 = 
轰 ( � T ， 南 〉 ) - � T ’ • 南 着 〉 = = ( V ^ T ^ ) = V , T , 
The Raychaudhuri equation along 70 becomes Vr^ = # — CTjja^ ^ — RijT^TK 
Since (7,广。and R ^ j T V > 0. We have -嘉羞 W > So, d - \ t ) > 矿 ” ) .咖）+ 
lim, 3 > 0~. From the Raychaudhuri equation, d{i) is de-
creasing and negative. So 9(t) —> -00. By the Proposition 4.3.1, there is a 
contradiction. • 
Next, we turn to the behavior of a congruence of null geodesies (7'). We have 
the same f mentioned in the first paragraph in the section 4.3 on p.46, but this 
time /(o,ii,x2,i3)(0 is an integrated null geodesic with initial value ( 0 , X i , X 3 ) G 
A. The congruence must have〈羞，羞〉=0 and •备羞 = 0 . We care about the 
spacelike space which is normal to a null geodesic. However,〈畜’臺〉=0. There 
are no unique ways to define the two dimensional subspace of spatial vectors 
normal to 畜 . T o solve it, let 7 � 二 /(0’0：1’0：2，：1'3)� be a null geodesic passing 
through p. Then, we choose •/V(O) to be a null vector at p such that {N, 7')(p)= 
1. Then, we construct a pseudo-orthonormal basis (ei, 62, N,T} along 7 where 
T = y . We care about the 2 dimension spacelike space spanned by {61,62} which 
is determined by N and 7' only. 
Next, we will derives the Raychaudhuri equation in a null like case. 
For each point p, let Pij = gij — TiNj-NiTj be the induced metric on the normal 
subspace spanned by {ei,62}. It is clear that VrPi j = 0. Also, we consider 
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Hij = and decompose it into symmetric and antisymmetric part. It 
is a tensor on the normal siibspace. We can use P'^ to take trace. We now define 
expansion shear and rotation in a null like case. Expansion 9 = P”Hij. 
However, we notice that 9 = P叩ij = P，T" = g^.^V^'T^ = ViT = 9. The 
shear = H(ij) — ^OPij. It is symmetric and traceless. The rotation u j^ = //[,_,]. 
It is antisymmetric and traceless. 
So, Hij = \9Pij + dij + Uij 
When we consider the change of Hij along the null geodesic. 
VrHij = T'VkfAPjMT) 
= P i 丨 At'’ 
=-玲巧 — 
=-H^Ht -
Taking trace of Vr^ iT j , we have 
VTO = — ^..^ij + Q..Qi3 — It is the Raychaudhiiri equation in 
the nulllike case. 
Let 7 be a future null geodesic. We take A to be the volume element men-
tioned in the Proposition 4.2.6 under {e i ,e2 ,N,T} . By a similar method in the 
Proposition 4.3.1，we have the followin result. 
Proposition 4.3.3. Let 6 be an expansion of a congruence of null geodesies (7). 
Then, 6 = ^VyA along a null like geodesic. 
So,the relation of expansion 9 and conjugate point in a null like case is the same 
as that in the timelike case. Also, referring to the Proposition 4.3.2, we have the 
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following result. 
Proposition 4.3.4. Given E is either a spacelike two-surface or a point. Let (j) 
be a congruence of null geodesies starting from E to which 7 is orthogonal at .7(0). 
If the expansion 9 has a negative value < 0 for some point 7o(Si) G (7) 
and if strong energy condition is satisfied everywhere, then there will be a point 
conjugate to S along 70(s) between 70(si) and 7o(si + provided that 70(s) 
can be extended to this parameter value. 
Apart from the Proposition 4.3.2 and 4.3.4, there is another proposition about 
the existence of a pair of conjugate points along a causal geodesic. 
Definition 4.3.5. M is said to be satisfied with the generic condition if any 
causal geodesic contains a point at which Ylld=i 八-c/i'd/(�a/?b]cd[eK/i + 0 where K 
is the tangent of the geodesic. 
If K is timelike, then we can have an orthonormal basis {ei,e2,63,64} mentioned 
in the Definition 4.1.4 where 64 = K . We have that Y l^^ ^ i^ K''K'^KiaRb]cd{eJ<f] 0 
at a point implies /?M4e 0 for some 1 < 6, e < 3 at the point. If K is null, then we 
also have a pseudo-orthonormal basis {61,62,63,64} mentioned in the Definition 
4.2.3 where e] 二 N and 64 = K . We have that K''K'^K^aRh]cd[J<!] ^ 0 at 
a point implies RMAC 0 for some 1 < 6, e < 2 at the point. 
Lemma 4.3.6. For any s* > 0，there exists c > 0 such that if max\a\j(0)\ > 
c, a(0) = /3x3, H^'iO)) < 0, a'(0) is symmetric, a'-j + aikRkUj = 0, then 
det{a{si)) = 0 for some Si e [0，s‘ • 
Proof. As a'lj + aikRk44j = 0 is a linear ODE. It suffices to show for any s* > 
0, there exists e > 0 such that if max|a^(0)| = 1’ a(0) = e j where Ca < e, 
tr(a'(0)) < 0，a'(0) is symmetric, a'-j + ai^RuAj = 0，then det(a(si)) = 0 for some 
Si G [0，s* 
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'2 
By the Taylor's expansion, we have a,j(s) = ej + sa[j{0) + ^^iji^ij) where 
0 < ^ij < s. 
For we first pick e so small that a(0) is bounded by I while a[j{0) is 
bounded by 1. Thus, from a'-j + aikRuAj = 0, we have a(s) on [0, s*] is bounded 
by a. constant which is independent choice of a. Also, is bounded on [0,s*]. 
Hence, a'(j is bounded on [0, s*]. Hence, < CV where C .^ is independent 
for the choice of a(0) and a'(0). 
Next, a5j(0) is symmetric. Let Ai； A � a n d A] be eigenvalues of a;j(0) with 
Ai < A2 < A3. We claim Ai < We have Aj = a-j{0)xiXj. 
There are two cases to consider. 
Case 1. I a'人.".(0)1 = 1 for some k. VV.L.O.G., wc assume k 二 L Fof a'n(O) 二 1， 
a'ii(O) + (^2(0) + 033(0) < 0 (1/22(0) + a'33(0) < - 1 . It means either a'22(0) or 
033(0) less than or equal to By taking suitable x, we have Ai < " ; , “•) where 
k = 1,2 or 3. As a result, we have A < Also, for aii(O) = - 1 , we have 
Ai <a ; , ( 0 ) = - l . 
Case 2. |a-j(0)| = 1 for some i — j. W.L.O.G, we assume i = 1 and j = 2. 
For an = 1, we let x = (1 , -1 ,0 ) . We have Aj < - 2a;2(0) + ( 4 ( 0 ) = 
c i ; i ( 0 ) - 2 + a'22(0). If a'ii(O) + a'22(0) < 1’ then Ai < - 1 . If “ “ (O) + ^2(0) > 1’ 
then 033(0) < —1. Ai is still less than or equal to —1. For a^ = —1, we take 
a: 二（1,，0) and repeat the above process. We also find that Ai < —1. 
By the above, + < fC, . and |a;j(0)| < 1. Also, eigenval-
ues of a 3 by 3 matrix are roots of a cubic equation which has an explicit formula 
to solve. There exists So G [0’ s*] which is independent of a(0) and a'(0) such that 
+ has an eigenvalue < So a^(so) = e„/ + So(a;/0) + f a'/.te,)). 
By the similar argument about the existence of SQ, we can make e small enough 
such that ej + So(4^(0) + f ajjtej)) has an eigenvalue < - f for all 0 < e„ < e. 
All eigenvalues of a(0) is fa > 0，but there is a negative eigenvalue of aij(So). By 
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the mean value theorem, there is a zero eigenvalue of a,j (si) for some Si G [0’ SQ). 
So det(a)(si) = 0. • 
Proposition 4.3.7. If the strong energy holds and gcneric condition is satisfied, 
then there is a pair of conjugate points along any causal geodesic provided that 
the geodesic can extend up to the conjugate point. 
Proof. Let 7 be a timelike geodesic. Since the space-time satisfy the generic 
condition, W.L.O.G., we can assume A'^ K[aRb]cd[e^^/) 0 at 7(0) where 
K = 7,(0). We consider a congruence of timelike geodesies containing 7 . Let 
{ e i � ’ e2⑴，63⑴，7,(0} be an orthonormal basis along 7 . By the Theorem 4.2.2， 
we have VyV^^'Jits) + R { J i , i ) i = 0 where J,(0) = e^  and J;(0) = Ve,7'. 
Since Ji(s) is orthogonal to 7(5)，we have Ji(s) = Z l � = i 叫 I t means 
a';j + aikRkuj 二 0 along 7. 
We let S = {b \s a 3 by 3 symmetric matrix with tr(6) < 0} . We claim for any 
6 G 5, if aij(0) = /sxs, a'ij(O) = b and a!；^  + a i f A ‘ u j = 0, then det.(rt(s)) 二 0 for 
some s > 0. On p.83 in [7], ujij(s) = So Uij(0) = 0. Also, on p.83 in 
[7], we have -^ {aijUJii^ af^ .i) = 0. It means cj 二 0 along 7. For tr(6) < 0, then by the 
Proposition 4.3.1’ we have 9 = ii-{a\jAij) where Ajj is an inverse of a,j. Hence, 
(9(0) < 0. By the Proposition 4.3.2, det(a(s)) = 0 for some s > 0. For ti.(6) = 0, 
by the Proposition 4.3.1，we have 没= 0 at 7(0). Suppose Rahl'^l'^ + cTabcr"^  = 0 at 
7(0). It implies Gab = 0. On p.218 in [13], we have f^ Gah = C4ba4 + = - R a m 
at 7(0). Since ZU=I K'I<'^K[ARB]CD[EI<F] ^ 0 at p where K = 7,(0)’ J-GAB + 0 
for some a and b at 7(0). aabc'^^ > 0 locally around s > 0. By the Raychaudhuri 
equation, £(9) < 0. It means 9 < 0 around s > 0. Again, by the Proposition 
4.3.2, we have det(a(s)) = 0 for some s > 0, Suppose Rabl""!'^ + (^ ab^ r"^  > 0, then 
by Raychaudhuri equation, we also have de t (a⑷）=0 for some s > 0. 
Let 7/ : — [0, + 0 0 ) such that r){h) = inf{s G [0,+oo)| det(a(s)) = 0 with 
ttij(0) = •^ 3x3, a'ij.(O) = b and a'-j + aifcRkuj = 0}. We claim 77 is continuous. 
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Suppose the map is not continuous at some b e S. There exists a e > 0 such 
that for all n G IN, there exists some bn G S with max|(6n)ij - kjl < ^ but 
\T){bn) — 7/(6)1 > e. There are two cases to consider. 
Case (1.) tr(6) < 0 at 7(0). There exists N such that ti,(6„) < ^ ^ for 
n > N, By the Proposition 4.2.5，4.3.1 and 4 . 3 . 2 , G [0 ,歲].W丄 .O.G. ’ we 
can assume r/(6n) converges t o � f o r some ^ > 0. By smoothness of ODE, we find 
that det(6(^)) = 0. I f � < there is a contradiction since 7/(6) is the first point 
of det{b) = 0. If € � ? / ( 6 ) , then there is a sequence of expansion 9{h) with respect 
to b such that 0{h) tends to -00 when h tends to T]{b)~. So by the smoothness of 
ODE and the Proposition 4.3.2, for large n, the expansion of bn is so small that 
its first point of det(6,i) = 0 lies inside ("(6) - e, 7/(6) + e). Contradiction again. 
Case (2.) tr{b) = 0 at 7(0). By the above argiiincnt, we have tr(6) < 0 around 
p. By the argument in the case (1.), we have a contraclictioii again. 
Next, we claim there exists s\ > 0 such that ri{S) C [0, s：]. Wc let c > 0 be 
a constant. Let Sc = {b £ S\ max\bij\ > c). By the Lemma 4.3.6. r/(5f.) is 
bounded. 5 — 5c is a compact set. is contiiiuous so I](S — SC) is bounded. The 
claim is done. 
Finally, we take S2 > Si. Suppose there is no conjugate to 7(5.2) along 7(0, S2]. 
Otherwise, the proposition is done. There exists a Jacobi field Ti{s) along 7 with 
T,(0) = ei, Ti{s2) = 0. Let A{s) = [Ti(s)’T^s),T3(s)l under {61,62,63,7'}- On 
p.97 in [7], AkiUJkiAij = ^{Af^if^Akj - Af,jjiAki) will be constant along 7[0, $2]. So, 
AkiUJkiAij 二 0 at 6‘ = S2. Also, Aij has an inverse on 7(0, $2). Therefore, Uij = 0 
on 7[0，S2) and ^Jj(O) is symmetric. Since S2 老[0,Si], we have >1(0)朱 S which 
means tr(A'(0)) > 0. By the Proposition 4.2.5 and 4.3.2, there exists S3 < 0 such 
that det(>l)(S3) = 0. It means there exists constant Ci,C2 and C3 with some Q ^ 0 
such that YA^I Q^iC^a) = 0. Also, it is clear that XlLi = 0. There exists 
a non-trivial Jacobi field Yfi=i Ci^ i which vanishes at S2 and S3. It means 7(52) 
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and 7(53) is a pair of conjugate points. 
Let 7 be a null geodesic. Since the space-time satisfy the generic condition, 
W.L.O.G., we can assume J(c/(d/(�n/4jcd�eA7] + 0 at 7(0) where K = 
7,(0). We only modify slightly the above argument for a timelike geodesic to 
reach the conclusion. • 
There is a remark about the Proposition 4.3.2，4.3.4 and 4.3.7. The proposition 
may fail if a causal geodesic is incomplete. 
Chapter 5 
Singularity Theorems 
In section 5.1，we will define what is a singularity in space-time. We will prove 
two singularity theorems. In section 5.2，we will study the singularity theorem 
ill [8]. We will show that strong energy condition for null vectors, the existence 
of a trapped surface and a. non-compact Caiichy surface implies the existence of 
singularities. In section 5.3, we will study another singularity theorem in [6]. We 
will show that strong energy condition, generic condition, chronology condition 
and the existence of a trapped set implies the existence of singularities. 
5.1 Definition of singularities in space-time 
When we study singularities in a space-time manifold. The manifold must be 
inextendible since we do not want to say , for example, {R^ - { ( 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ) } , -df + 
dx"^  + dy"^  + dz^) has a singular point at the origin since it can be simply removed 
by the isometric extension of the space. In order to define a singularity, we first 
define inextendible space-time. 
Definition 5.1.1. Let (M, g) be a space-time manifold. If for any space-time 
(M，5) and a map f : M —> M such that 歹|/(A/) = f*g and f : M — f{M) is 
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diffeomorphism, then we have f{M) = M. {M, g) is said to be inextendiblc 
Next, we define a generalized affine parameter 
Definition 5.1.2. For any C^ curve 7 : [a, 6] — M . Let {0；1，0；2’ 的 ， ^ ^ a 
4 
basis of We parallel transport u>i along 7. Then, Y(t) = ^^ Vi(t)ui(t). 
A generalized affine parameter ii{t)= 
J a 
a finite arc-length in “ if and only if fi{t) is finite for t G [a, b 
Remark: It is necessary for 7 to be C^ because 
(1.) Parallel transport along 7 to be 7 is C^; 
Also, 7 is said to have 
(2.) is required to be integrable on [a, b 
Proposition 5.1.3. 7 has a finite arc-length in the generalized affine parameter 
if and only if 7 has finite arc-length in any other generalized affine parameter 
X. 
Proof. For any two basis of 7\�]\I ’ {u;i,a;2, Wa^ '^j} and {"i’"2，"3’ "4} which are 
4 4 
parallel transported along 7，we have 7' == ^^ VitJi = ^^ UiVji. W.L.O.G., we let 
m = and X{t)= 
i=l 
y ^ u^{s)ds. There exists a constant 
and non-degenerate 4 x 4 matrix a and its inverse A such that u, = ^ aijVj and 
4 4 4 
iJi = We have < Y , l^ulM 
< m ^ |aij| ^ Hence, we have 
j=i j=i ^^ j=i 
4 4 4 
^ 4max < 
i=l ” J=1 ” j=l 
4 4 
Similarly, …“2 < So, there exist C\ and C2 such that 
‘ � a ‘ ^ 
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4 4 
c? ^ I'Ujp < < c ^ ^ |uj|2. As a result, c i " � < 入 � < C 2 " � . 口 
j=i j=i 
Corollary 5.1.4. A causal geodesic has a finite length under affine parameter if 
and only if it has a finite length under generalized affine parameter. 
Proof. For a timelike geodesic 7 : (0,a) —>• M which is parametrized by an 
affine parameter. Let {61,62,63,7(5)} be an orthonormal basis along 7. Then, 
//,(i) = JQ ds = t is a generalized parameter where 0 < t < a. It means affine 
parameter is generalized affine paramter. By the Proposition" 5.1.3, the corollary 
is done. Similarly, for a null geodesic 7, the corollary is also true. • 
With the Proposition 5.1.3, we can define b-coniplete. 
Definition 5.1.5. {M,g) is b-complete if and only if there is an endpoint for 
every C^ cuiue of finite length as measured by a (jetieralized affine parameter. 
[M. g) is b-iiicornplete if {M, g) is not b-complctc. 
A causal geodesic is said to be complete if its maxiinuir domain under affine 
parameter is the whole R, otherwise it is incomplete. Hence, by the Corollary 
5.1.4, a causal geodesic is incomplete if and only if it is b-inconiplete. 
Finally, we can talk about singularities in space time with the concept of an 
inextendible space-time and b-complete. 
Definition 5.1.6. A space-time manifold is singularity-free if it is inextendible 
and b-complete. A space-time manifold is singular if it is not singularity-free. 
If you are interested in the motivation of the definition of singularities in space-
time, you can read from p.256 to p.261 in [7]. 
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5.2 A singularity theorem of R. Penrose 
In 1965, R. Penrose found that there is a close relationship between a trapped 
surface and singularities in globally hyperbolic space-time. First, we define a 
trapped surface. 
Definition 5.2.1. F is a non-empty，C^ closed (compact without boundary) 
spacelike two-surface such that there exist two smooth congj-uence of future linear 
independent null geodesic, (71) and (72), passing every point on F orthogonally 
with Qyi < 0 on r for i = 1 mid 2. Then, F is said to be future trapped surface. 
Similarly, we can define a past trapped surface. 
We will prove the singularity theorem 1. 
Theorem 5.2.2. [8j Space-time (M, g) cannot be null geodesic cornpleit if 
(1.) RabK^'K^ > 0 for all null vector A'"; 
(2.) there is a non-com,pact Cauchy Surface K in M; 
(3.) there is a trapped surface T in M. 
Proof. We divide the proof into two parts. 
(I.) 6>J+(r) is compact if M were null geodesically complete. 
(II.) Compact 6)J+(r) is incompatible with the condition (2.) 
First, we will prove part I. 
Suppose M is null geodesically complete. 
We will show that «/+(r) is closed. By the Theorem 3.3.9 and the condition 
(2.)，M is globally hyperbolic. Then, we claim that «/+(p) is closed for any 
p G r . Suppose q G </+(P) — J+(p). Since /+(g) is open, there exists r ^ q such 
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that r e / + � . T h e n , q 6 J+{p) n /—(r) C J+(p) n J - ( r ) = J+{p) D J - (r ) . 
Contradiction. The claim is done. Finally, we will show that </+(r) is closed. 
Suppose (J e J+(r) - J+(r) . Let Qn e ” (r ) with qn+i�(?n and Qn — q. By the 
above, J~{qn) H r is a non-empty compact nested sequence, so D^^ J ~ ( g n )门� 
is non-empty. Let say p G A工! J 一 门 F. Then p�cjn for all n. It means 
q G J+(p) = J+(p) C J+(r). Contradiction. 
Then, we will show is non-empty and generated by null geodesies which 
have endpoint on F and are orthogonal to it. 
To show dJ^{T) is non-empty, we first claim J+(r) cannot be open. Suppose 
J+(r ) is open. Since J+(r) is closed, we have = M. Hence, P is covered 
with {I'^{p)\p e r } . Since P is compact, it can be covered with /+(pi)’.••，/+(/)„) 
for some n. Then, there is a closed timelike curve in M. It contradicts that M 
is globally hyperbolic. The claim is done. Hence, = J+(r) - / + ( r ) is 
non-empty since /+(「）is open. 
For any p G £>J+(r)’ there is a past causal curve 7 : [0,1] —>• M from p •= 7(0) 
to q = 7(1) for some q G P. Then, 7 must be null geodesic, otherwise p G /^(F). 
Also, suppose 7 is not orthogonal to F at q. W.L.O.G., 7[0,1] lies inside a 
convex normal neighbourhood U of 7(1). Then, there exists q(u) be a smooth 
curve on T passing through 7(1) at u = 0 such that�a'(0)，7,(1)〉+ 0 and 
a|(_£.e) C r for some small e � 0 . Let i) : ( - e , e ) x [0，1] — M be a 
variation of geodesic such that P{u, [0,1]) is the geodesic from 7(0) to a{u) in-
side U. We let L(p{u, [0，1])) = J -〈罢，笔、dt. Then the first variational for-
1 dL d d Q Q Q Q 
腿 l a is = � • ’ 瓦〉b + I � � • 悬 玩 〉 出 = � W 瓦〉Is + 0. Therefore, 
L(^(0, [0’ 1])) is not a critical point. There exists a sequence Un with lim Un = 0 
n—*oo 
such that L[(5{un, [0,1]) < 0 for all n. Hence, l3{un,t) is a timelike geodesic. 
There are two cases to consider. 
Case (1.) I3{un, [0,1]) is a future timelike geodesic for all n. Then, we have 
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7(1) ：^ 7(0) < (^{um, 1). As /3(u„, 1) tends to 7(1) and [0’ 1]) C U. By the 
smoothness of ODE, we have 7(0) ：< 7(1). As a result, we have a closed causal 
curve which contradicts globally hyperbolic M. 
Case (2.) There exists p{unj t) is a past timelike curve. Then, 7(0) G /+(r) 
which contradicts with 7(0) G 3J+(r) . 
Finally, we can show 3J+(r) is compact to complete the proof of the part ( / . ) . 
There are two smooth congruence of future linear independent null geodesies (71) 
and (72) which start from every point on r orthogonally，7i(0) G F and (0) < 0. 
Since M is null geodesic complete, by the Proposition 4.3.4, the first conjugate 
2 
point to r along 7j lies in (0, ]. Since � ‘ ( 0 ) is continuous on F and F is 
compact. There exists 6 > 0 such that for any null geodesic 7,, its first conjugate 
point to r lies in the open interval (0,6). Then we let a map 
i3:rx [0,61 X {1 ,2} — M 
such that (3{p,t, i) maps to 飞(t) with 7^(0) = p. By the Theorem 4.2.11 and the 
second paragraph of the part (I.), we have £>J+(r) C fj{r x [0,6] x {1,2}) . By 
the smoothness of ODE theorem, (3 is continuous. F x [0, b] x {1 ,2} is compact 
and dJ'^(T) is closed. As a result, 5J+(r) is compact. 
Next, we will prove the part {II.). 
There is a smooth timelike vector field on M because M is time-orientable. We 
assume those integrated future timelike curves 入 meets P at A(0). There is a map 
T : aj+(r) — K such that A(0) maps to A ( -oo , 00)nK. The map is well-defined 
since K is Cauchy surface. 
We will claim T is injective and continuous. 
First, suppose T is not injective. There exists p ^ q with r(7)) = T{q). There 
exists the integrated future timelike curves A such that passing through p, T(p)= 
T(q) and q. It shows p and g has a timelike relation. It contradicts that 
is achronal. 
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Then, we will show T is continuous. Let d be the natural distance function 
between p and q G M with respect to a Rieinaniiian metric on M. For any q G 
8J+(r)，any sequence {(/„} C 5 J + ( r ) which converges to q, we let T(q) = 
where 入<^ (0) = q and T{qn) = where = (/„. For any e > 0, there exists 
( )> 0 such that d{Xq{t), Xq{tq)) < e for t e[t(j- 5，tq + 6]. By smoothness of ODE 
theorem, there exists N such that Xq{t)) < e for t G [tq 一 5山 + 5] and 
n > N. Since Also, \人tq — 6) lies in / _ ( / ( ) while \ ( � + S) lies in /+(八'）.We 
can make N larger such that 人tq - 6) e 1~(1<) and A^ ,. (tg + (5) G for all 
n > N. Since K is Caiichy surface, we have \ „ ( � , ) G {tq - 6, tg-{- 6) for ii > N. 
As a result, for n > N, 
C r ( “ T ( � ) ) = c / ( , V ( U，\(V ) ) 
<2e. 
The claim is done. 
Finally, we show T(汉 /+(r)) - K. It is clear that T(dJ^{T)) C K. By the 
Proposition 3.3.6, it suffices to show T(dJ'^(T)) is non-empty, open and closed 
ill K. It is easy to show that T{dJ'^{r)) is non-empty. Also, the part (I.) shows 
that a j + ( r ) is compact, so T(6)J+(r)) is closed. To show it is open, since K 
is a Caucliy surface, so K = dJ+{K). By the Lemma 3.1.2，K and dJ-^{T) 
are a 3-manifold without boundary. For any p G 5<7+(r)’ there exists an open 
coordinate neighbourhood V in K containing T(p). Since T is continuous, there 
exists an open coordinate neighbourhood U in 5J+(r ) containing p such that 
T(U) C Tiy). Then, by invariant of domain, T{U) is open in V. so T(U) is 
open in K. It means T(dJ'^{T) is open in K. 
The part (11.) is done since K is non-compact but T ( 0 J + ( r ) ) is compact. 
Contradiction. • 
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5.3 A singularity theorem of S.W. Hawking and 
R. Penrose 
Although the singularity theorem in [8] successfully shows some physical condi-
tions for the existence of singularities, [6] states that the assumption of a global 
Cauchy surface is not a good condition on p.530. It is because its existence is 
hard to justify from the standpoint of general relativity. Also, it is violated in a 
number of exact models, e.g. plane waves m o d e l , � R \ 2dudy + dy^ + dz^ + (y^ -
Z'^)COS[2IL) — 2yzsin{2u)du^). Thus, S.W. Hawking and R. Penrose published 
the second singularity theorem which does not require the existence of a global 
Cauchy surface in 1970 in [6]. We will prove it here. In their paper, their theorem 
is based on a technical lemma as below. 
Definition 5.3.1. A future-trapped set is a non-empty achronal closed set S C M 
for which E'^{S) 二 — is a compact set. Similarly, we can define a 
past-trapped set, too. 
Lemma 5.3.2. No space-time M can satisfy all of the following three require-
ments together. 
(A) M contains no closed timelike curves; 
(B) Every inextendible casual geodesic in M contains a pair of conjugate points; 
(C) There exists a future trapped set S C M. 
Proof. Suppose the lemma is false. The space-time M do exists. We will prove 
the following five main parts to draw a contradiction. 
(I.) Use (A) and (B) to show M is strongly causal. 
(II.) (<S)) is non-compact or empty. 
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(III.) There exists a fiitiire-inextendible timelike curve 7 : [0,00) —> M contained 
in int(D+(^+(5)). 
(IV.) There exists a past inextendible timelike curve A : (—00,0] —> M contained 
in in t (D- (^ - (F ) ) where F = E+{S) n J " (7) 
(V.) With 7 and A, we can construct an inextendible causal geodesic /i in 
D(E~{F)) which is incompatible with the condition (B). 
We will prove part (I.). 
Suppose strong causality fails at p G A/. We let V = (工）A—(丄•). M has 
no closed timelike curves means V' is an empty set. We have p ^ V U dV. By 
the Theorem 3.2.9, we have only the case (e.) in the theorem. There exists an 
endless mill geodesic 7 through p exists such that if u and v are any two points 
of 7 with a ：< V, II + V, then u � x and y � v together will imply y � x . Also, 
the condition (B) says that ^ has a pair of conjugate points. By the Theorem 
4.2.12, there exists a and b lie in 7 such tliat there exists a future timelike curve 
a- : [0,3] —>• M with from a(0) = a to q(3) = b. Then, by the condition of the 
case (e.)’ we have a ( 2 ) � Q ( 1 ) , SO we have a closed timelike curve from tt(l) to 
a(2). Contradiction. 
We will prove the part (II.). 
First, we will claim H+(E+{S)) C H+{dJ+{S)). Suppose x e H+(E+(S))-
Since B'^(S) is closed and achronal, by the item 4 of the Proposition 
3.3.5，we have 3; e D+{E+{S)). Since E+{S) C dJ+{S) and by the item 4 of the 
Proposition 3.3.5，we have a: G D+(d,I+(Sy) — / /+(c)J+(5)) . By the definition of 
H+{dJ+{S)), there exits y e /+ (x) n Also, a: € H^(E+{S)) means 
y • D+(E+(S)). There exists a past endless causal curve 7 from y which does 
not cut 五+(<S). However, y G D'^{dJ'^(S)) means 7 cuts a point z at dJ+(S). 
By the Corollary 3.1.4, there exists a past null geodesic segment on dJ'^{S) from 
z which is either past-endless on dJ'^(S) or has a past end-point on edge(5). 
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For the case of the existence of the past end-point on edge(S), closed S means 
the end-point is in S. Then, z G dJ+� A J+(S") = E+{S). It contradicts with 
For the case of the endless null geodesic on dJ'^{S), we let the geodesic be T]. 
Since y G - H+{dJ+(S)), by the Lemma 3.3.7, every past endless 
causal curve from y must intersect I~{dJ'^(S)). Hence, 77 A is non-
empty. It contradicts with achronal property of dJ+[S)‘ 
The claim is done. .. 
Suppose H+[E+[Sy) is non-empty and compact. By the part (I.), M is strongly 
causal. (5")) is covered with a finite number of causally convex neighbour-
hood Ui,U2, ••., Un which have a compact closure. W.L.O.G, we can assiiine 
zx e U i D � ) • By the claim, we have zi e Ui n By the 
item 2 and 3 of the Proposition 3.3.5 and the definition of //+(£)J+(S))，there 
exists 2'i lying in [U^  - H I+{zi) n /+(<S). By the Proposition 3.3.4, 
there exists a pa^t endless timelike curve QI from Xi such that cv! D dJ^{S) = 0. 
Since Ui is causally convex set and U\ is compact, there must exist T\ > 0 
such that cxi{t) • U\ for t > Ti. Otherwise, a'l is not endless. Also, sincc 
ai ndJ^iS) = 0 and ai(0) = Xi G /+ (5 ) , we have a C / + (5 ) . Thus, there exists 
a past timelike curve : [0,1] — M such that "i(0) = a i(Ti) and /?i(l) G S. On 
the other hand, S C D+{E+{S)) and aiHD+{E+{S)) = 0 since = 0. 
It is easy to conclude that there exists ^ G [0,1] such that ^ 仔+(丑+(5")). 
Hence, we let the past timelike curve from Xi as 
a � = < 
It will not meet Ui when t > Ti since Ui is strongly causal and xi 6 Ui. In 
particular, we have /3i(0 G H+{E+{S)) — Ui. Then ’ we let 22 = /? i (0 and 
W.L.O.G., we assume Z2 lies in U2. By the above method, we can extend a which 
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don't meet Ui and U2 after a(T2) for some T2. After we repeat the above process 
more than n times, the past timelike curve a must intersect Ui more than once 
for some z = 1, ...,77- Contradiction. The part (II.) is done. 
We will show the part (III.). 
Suppose all future iiiextendible timelike curves 7 ^ There exists 
a smooth timelike vector field on M. We have a smooth family of future endless 
timelike integrated curves a on M. We let T : — H+{E+{S)) such that 
p 6 丑+ � maps to a n H+(E+(Sy) where a is the integrated curve passing 
through p. Since is achronal and Q ^ every p maps to 
the unique point on ( 五 T is well-defined. Also, by the Proposition 3.3.4 
and the item 4 of the Proposition 3.3.5’ T is onto. Moreover, following the proof 
of the claim in the part (II.) in the Theorem 5.2.2, T is 1-1 and continuous, too. 
Since S is a trapped set, E+[S、is non-empty and compact. Hence, T{E'^{S))= 
//+(£•+(5")) is non-empty and compact. However, it contradicts with the part 
(II.). The part (III.) is clone. 
We will show the part (IV.). 
We first note that if F is a past-trapped set, then by a similar argument in 
the part (II.) and (III.), it suffices to show F is a past-trapped set. As E+(S) is 
closed and achronal, it is easy to show that F = D J " (7) is non-empty, 
closed and achronal. It leave us to show E+(F) is compact. 
First, we will claim E-iJF) CFU 一 ( 7 ) . For any x e E-{F) - F, E-{F) C 
E~{J-{'y)) means x is either in I'ij) or 5J" ( 7 ) . For x e / - ( 7 ) ’ there exists 
a past timelike curve a : [0,1] — M from some point z = a(0) on </-(7) to 
X = Q(1). On one hand, by the part (III.), we have z G int(i:)+(£;+(5))). On the 
other hand, it can be shown that I~{x) n = 0 and x 朱 Hence, 
a|(o,i)门丑+(<?) is non-empty and the intersection point is in F. As a result, we 
have X G /~ (F ) n E-(F). Contradiction. The claim is done. 
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Next, we let h and g be a complete Rieinannian metric and the original Lorentziaii 
metric on M respectively. Let B = {{x, v) G TM\x G F,g{v,v) = 0,h{v,v) = 1}. 
Since F is compact, a set {{'d', v) G TM\x G F, h{v^v) = 1} is compact. B is 
closed in the set. We have B is compact. 
Then, we will show that there exists K > 0 such that for any affine parametrzied 
past null geodesic (3 with ("(0)，/3'(0)) 6 B, we have (3((0,t])名 E-{F)-Fhv t > 
K. Suppose the statement is false. There exists a sequence of affine parametrized 
past null geodesies [3i with e B and ^(0, i] C E-{F)-F. We extend 
the Pi to be past endless. Since D is compact, W.L.O.G, we assume (/?i(0)’",'(0)) 
converges to (p, v) G B. By standard ODE theorems, there exists a past-endless 
null geodesic (5 : [0, oo) —»• M with /i(0) = p, p'(0) = v and pi converges to it. 
Then, by the above claim, we have 13(0, i] C For any t G [0, oo), there 
exists N > 0 such that • � G (7) for i > N. Since dl~{')) is closed, we have 
l3[0,00) C dl'ij). Next, we extend (3 : (—00,0] — M to be future endless null 
geodesic in a way such that l3{-oo^ 00) is a single null geodesic. We will claim 
that / i ( - oo ,00) C 射-(7). It suffices to show /? ( -oo ,0) C dl~{'y). Suppose 
p{to)朱 dI_(Y) for some to < 0. Since 7 is a future endless timelike curve and 
_ e d{I-{j)), we have p{0) • 7. By the Corollary 3.1.4，/?(fo’0) n ) is non-
empty. Let say 7 ( 5 � ) is an intersection point. /3(0) < 7 ( 5 � ) < 7(5) for s > SQ. It 
means ^(0) G / - ( 7 ) which contradicts with (3{0) G The claim is done. 
However, by the condition (B), (3 C (7) has a pair of conjugate points. Let 
say they are (亡 1) and with ti > t2. By the Theorem 4.2.12，it says there 
is a timelike relation between l3{ti + 1) and (3{t2 - 1) which contradicts with the 
achronal property of (7). It means the sequence don't exist. 
Finally, we can show E~{F) is compact. With the same K as before, we define 
a map T : B x [0, K] —>• M which maps ({p, v),t) to a{t) where a is an affine 
parametrized past null geodesic with Q(0) = p, Q'(0) = v and it is . T is continu-
ous and B x [0, K] is compact. Hence, T{B x [0, K]) is compact. Also, it is easy 
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to show that = T{B x [0,K]) n dJ-[F). It means E-{F) is compact. 
The part (IV.) is done. 
We will prove the part (V.). 
First, for each n G IN, we let a,, = 7(71). Then, we have � a . n + i . Also, by the 
part (I.), M is strongly causal, {an} has no converging subsequence, otherwise 7 
is not future endless. Similarly, we let = X{-n). Then, 6 ^ + 1 � K and {bn} 
has no converging subsequence. 
We will show that there exists a future timelike geodesic from bn to an which 
meet E~{F) and /i„ is the longest among any past casual curve joining from 
bn to an under the Lorentzian metric. It is clear that G uit{D~{E~{F))). 
Also, since (in E int(D+(E+(S))), we have 6 int(D+(B-(F))). Also, b! G 
D~{E~{F)) means 6 1 � c for some c e F. Since / + ( � ) i s open, b ] � d for 
some d 6 ,广（7). It means 6 ] � d � ' ) [ k ) = iik for large k. \V丄.O.G.’ we can 
assume A: = 1. Hence, we have b n � 6 1 � f t i � a „ . Also, by the Proposition 
3.3.8， int(D-(E-(F))) is globally hyperbolic. Then, by the Corollary 4.1.8, 
exists and its length is the longest. Also, since a,. G /+(£；_ (i^)) n D+(£；-(?)) 
and bn G /-(五—（F)) n Z T (E-(F))，we have is non-empty, otherwise, 
it will contradict with the achronal property of E~{F). 
Next, let the notations h and g be the same as in the part (IV.). fi^ is affine 
parametrized such that 6 E~{F) and /i'„(0)) = 1. Also, we can 
let an 二 /in(工n) aiicl bn = Mn(i/n) foi, SOllie < 0 < Xn- We will show tln\[yn,x„] 
converges to an endless causal geodesic We take C = {{p,v) G TM\p G 
E~{F),g{v,v) < 0,h{v,v) = 1}. By a similar argument in the part (IV.), C is 
compact. Since /iJ^ (O)) e C , we can assume ()u„(0)’//„(0)) converges to 
(p, v) e C. We let /i be an endless causal geodesic with " (0 ) = p and //'(O) = v. 
Suppose Xn is bounded. There exists R > 0 such that 6 [0, K] for all n. We 
can assume Xn converges to x E [0’ R]. Let d be a natural Riemaniann distance 
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function between p, q G M with respect to h. For any e � 0， t h e r e xists N such 
that d{ii{x), fi{xn)) < e and d{/.i(xn),iin{^n)) < e for n > N. Then, for n > N, we 
have d{iJ,{x),an) < d{fi{x), j.L{xn))-\-d{ij{xn),lJ'n{xn)) < 2e. Hence, converges to 
7(2；) which contradicts with the assumption of a^. It means —> oo as 7i —> oo. 
Similarly, we have yn — —oo as n —> oo. 
Finally, we will show that is not the longest for some n which contradicts 
with the property of (in- By the conditions (B), fi has a pair of conjugate points. 
Let say they are fi(ti - 1) and //(亡2 + 1) with 亡2 + 1 < k - 1. Then, by the 
Theorem 4.2.9 and 4.2.12, we have " ( ( 2 ) � L e t a be the future timelike 
curve joining from / i f e ) to fi{ti). There exists e > 0 such that 
4e + L(/i([f2,i,]) < L ( a ) (*). 
There exists causally convex U and V such that /！⑷ G U, "(“）6 V, L{a\u) < e 
and L{a\v) < e. Let a(t^) e dU n /+("(亡2)) and a ( f ; ) e dV 0 / _ ( " ( “ ) ) . Since 
/.Ln{ti) converges to ii{ti) and iinih) converges to /i(t2) for n large, there exists 
N � Q such that "„(艺2) G /—(a(厂2)) and iin{U) G I^{oc{t\)) for n > N. Hence, 
there exists a future timelike curves C U and rjn QV joining from iin[i2) to 
Uni '^i) and /in(i'i) to respectively. Also, by the Theorem 4.1.7, for the same 
e, we can make N larger such that for n > N 
丄…n[亡2,“1) < L{fl[t2,ti]) + e 
< L ( a[亡2 " i ] ) - 3 e by (' 
Then, we have 
> L{(in[t2,ti]) for n>N. 
In the third paragraph of the part (V.)，we can make N larger such that such 
that for n > N, an = Uni^n) with Xn > ti and = with yn < t). Hence, 
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we have 
L(flr,lyn,^'n]) < ^(Mti1,-'^ ^ril) + L{(3n U f；] U + 1/("„[亡2’ y j ) . 
It contradicts that fin is the longest. The part (V.) is done. 
The lemma is done. • 
We will show the singularity theorem in [G]. 
Theorem 5.3.3. [C] Space-time {M,g) is timelike or null geodesic incomplete if 
(1.) there is no closed timelikc curve [chronological condition]; 
(2.) RabKaKb > 0 for every causal vector K [strong energy condition]; 
(3.) any causal geodesic contains a pornt at which Yltd=\ + 0 
where T is the tangent of the gcudesic [generic condition]; 
(4-) there exists a compact achronal set without edge or a trapped surface. 
Proof. Suppose the theorem is false. (i\/, g) is both timelike and null geodesic 
complete. By the Proposition 4.3.7, the conditions (2.) and (3.) in the theorem 
implies the conditions (B) in the Lemma 5.3.2. Also, we will claim that the 
condition (4.)implies the condition (C) is the Lemma 5.3.2. 
In the case of the existence of a compact achronal set without edge which is 
called A, since e d g e ( � = 0 , by the Corollary 3.1.4, dJ'^{A) - A is generated 
by a past endless null geodesic lying in dJ'^{A). We have = A which is 
compact. It means A\s & future trapped set. 
In the case of the existence of a. trapped surface which is called r,in the proof 
of the part (I) of the Singularity Theorem 5.2.2, we have a map 
: r X [0,6] X { 1 , 2 } — M 
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such that (3{p,t,i) maps to � with 7^(0) = p. Then, E+{r) = l3{r x [0,6] x 
{1’ 2}) n3<7+(r) is a compact set.We will show E+(r) nr is a future trapped set. 
First, is achronal and closed.五+(r) n r is achronal and closed. Also, it 
can be proved 门r is non-empty. Suppose it is empty. It means F C f+(r). 
Let X E r, there exists a past timelike curve 7 from x to y £ F. Then, we extend 
7 from y to z where z G I~{y) n r . As a result, we can extend 7 in this way 
to become past-endless. However, M is strongly casual, there is no past endless 
casual curve which enters and re-enters infinitely many times in the compact set 
r. Contradiction. Finally, it suffices to show E+{E+{r) fl F))=丑+(r). As T is 
a compact spacelike two-surface, we can cover it with a finite number of causally 
convex neighbourhood Ui’ U2, -..Un where n F is achronal. It is easy to show 
that /+ (E+( r ) n r ) g /+ ( r ) . For any p G / + ( r ) , then p G 1 + � for some 
qi € r. If e E+(r) n r’ we have p e /+(£；+(r) n r). if 奶 g E+(r) n r, 
it means cji G 1+ (q2) for some 的 G T. W.L.O.G., we can assume qi G Ui. 
Since f/i n r is achronal, W.L.O.G., we can assume 仍 G "2 — " i . Then we 
repeat the above process. Since there is a finite number of Ui, we must have 
p e /+(£;+(r) n r) . Hence, we have I+{E+{r) n r ) = /+ ( r ) . On the other hand, 
it is easy to show that J+(£;+(r) n r ) G J+(r ) . Then, for any p G J+(r ) , if 
p e /+(r)，we have p G i+(B+(r) n r). if p • /+(r), i) e J+(r) - /+(r)’ it 
means p G J+(E+(r)门 r) . Hence, we have J+ (E+( r )门 r ) = J+(r ) . As a result, 
we have E+{r) = E+{E+(r) n r ) . 
By the Lemma 5.3.2’ (M, g) does not exist. The theorem is done. • 
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Appendix 
We will prove the limit curve theorem by using Arzela-Ascoli Theorem. 
Theorem 5.3.4 (Arzela-Ascoli Theorem). Let{M^ h) be a complete Riemannian 
manifold with distance function (/() and C([0, oo)) be a set of continuous function 
f : [0’ +00) — M. If a sequence {/„} in C([0, oo)) satisfies that 
i. it is equicontinuous [i.e. for any compact I C [0, oo), for any e > 0, 3(5 > 0, 
such that do{fn{x), fn(y)) < e for n efi,x,yel and ^  < \x — y\ < <5]; 
a. it is pointwise bounded [i.e. for t G [0. oo), sup{do(fn{t)^ 6 IN} < 
CX)]. 
then there exists a f E C(R) and a subsequence of {/„} which converges to f 
uniformly on each compact subset ICR. 
Lemma 5.3.5. M has a complete Riemannian metric h.Q. 
Proof. M has an induced Riemannian metric fi. Let be a sequence of com-
pact sets in M such that Vn C and M = U^iV,,. For n > 3, we let 
Xn : M — R be a smooth function such that 0 < Xn < 1 on M and 
L peVn- Vn-l 
Xn = \ 
O p e M - Ki+1 or 
We let d{x, y) : M x AI — R by d(x, y) = m f { / ^')dt I7 is any piece-
wise differentiable curve from x to y). It is clear that d is continuous. There 
exists > 0 such that d(x,y) > for x E dVn-i and y e dVn. We let 
ho = J2 'tXn^^ + g\v2- We claim ho is complete. For any piecewise differentiable 
diverging curve a : [0’ 00) — A/, we let l{a) = J^ y/ho{a\a')dt. For all n, 
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Thus, /(a) is unbounded. By Hopf-Rinow theorem, ho is complete. • 
Lemma 5.3.6. The length of any future inextendible piecewise differentiable 
curve 7 with respect to the complete Riemannian metric ho is unbounded. 
Proof. We let do : M x M R as do{x, y) = i n f { / \//io(7 ' ,7'圳7 is any piece-
wise differentiable curve from x to y}. Suppose /(7) is bounded. We let 7 : 
0,00) —> M. Let {tji} be a sequence with liiiin—oofn = 00. For any m > n, 
do{ l { tn )n { tm)) < /(7l[t„,t„.l) — 0 as 711,n — 00. Hence, is a Cauchy Se-
quence. By Hopf-Rinow theorem, j{tn) converges to some point q G M. It is easy 
to show that limt—00 7 (0 = (1. Hence, 7 is not future endless. Contradiction. • 
Theorem 5.3.7. [limit curve theorem] Let {7^} be a sequence of future inex-
tendible causal curves in {M,g). If p is an accumulation point of the sequence 
{7„}, then there is a future causal curve 7 which is a limit curve of the sequence 
7n such that p G 7 and 7 is future inextendible. 
Proof. First, we assume is piecewise future endless differentiable causal curve. 
We show that there exists a limit curve of the sequence 7 with p 6 7. By 
the Lemma 5.3.5 and 5.3.6，we can let % is parametrized by the arc-length 
with respect to the complete Riemannian metric ho such that the domain of 
7 is [0,oo) with 7n(0) ^ p as n 00. Then, (…，7nfe)) < l{ln\[uM])= 
丨�2-亡11. Hence, jn is equicontiniious on each compact set K on R. Moreover, there 
exists M > 0 such that c/o(7n(0), 7i(0)) < M for all n. Hence, c?o(7n(<),7i⑴）< 
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do(7n(t),7nm + c/o(7n(0),7i(0)) + do(7i(仏71(0)) < 2t + M. Then, by the 
Theorem 5.3.4，there exists a subsequence of such that locally uniformly 
converges to 7 with respect to (IQ and (0) —> P. 
Then, we show that 7 is future causal. W.L.O.G., we assume locally uni-
formly converges to 7. Let U be a convex normal neighbourhood of 7( i ) . Then 
there exists e > 0, N > 0 such that 7„|�t_f,,+f] C U for n > N. For any 
ti < t2 € (t - 6, t e), for all n > N, there exists a future causal geodesic 
lying in U from 7n(亡 1) to 771(^ 2). By smoothness of ODE, there is a future causal 
geodesic lying in U from 7(^1) to 7(^2)• Hence, 7 is a future causal curve. 
Finally, we show 7 is future endless. Suppose 7 is not future endless. There is a 
future end-point q •— limt—00 7 � . L e t g and T be the original Lorentziaii metric 
and future direction in M. Let U be a convex normal neighbourhood of q such 
that 
1. U is a compact set contaiiiiied in a single chart in {t, xi, x2,xs)； 
2. ff = —cU2 + dxi + (1x2 + dx's at q\ 
3. If I3{s) is a future peicewise differeiitiable causal curve with respect to g 
and timelike vector field T, l3{s) is also a future timelike curve under g = 
-Adf + dxi + dx] + dxl and a timelike vector field 羞. 
We claim for any piecewise differeiitiable future causal curve a C U, l{a) is 
globally bounded. We can reparametrize a as a(t) = (t，；!、�’工之⑷，工3⑷）and 
t G [艺 1’ 亡2J. 
JU 
•t2 
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Since U is compact, the difference between \t2 - <i| is bounded. The claim is 
done. 
On the other hand, as q is future end-point of 7, there exists to > 0 such that 
7ll«o’oo) ^ U, For any 5 > 0, there exists N > Q such that 7nll<o,/o+<5] ^ U for 
71 > N. Since is arc-length parametrized with respect to /iq. When n tends to 
00, the length of the connected segment jn lying inside U tends to 00. There is 
a contradiction with the claim. 
As a result, the limit curve theorem is true for a sequence of piecewise differ-
eiitiable future endless causal curve 7n. In general, for any future endless causal 
curve r/„. We can assume the domain of 7/,, is [0, oc) with r;.„(0) —> p. For each 7i, 
we cover 7/„|[o,ij with {B{n,t) = B_^{T],i{t))\t G [0，1]}. By compactness, we can 
cover it with B(n, f i ) , B ( n , tm)- Then, there is a future piecewise differentiable 
timelike curve from "n(0) to 7/„(1) which lying in B{nJ\) U ... U B(7i, f,„). 
By induction, we can have a sequence of piecewise differentiable future endless 
causal curve As a subsequence of converges to its limit curve 7，so does 
the corresponding subsequence of 7/,” • 
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